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A VISIT 13Y THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

Party lines crossed to see President Bush
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
WEST PADUCAH, Ky. —
Murray's Diane Theide was like
many of the estimated 3,500 people
Who traveled to Barkley Regional
Airport Saturday afternoon to witness a visit from a sitting United
States president.
While she is a
supporter of 6th
District
Congressman
Ernie Fletcher,
the Republican
Party's candidate
for
Kentucky
governor
in
Tuesday's elecTheude
tion, she was a bit
more interested in George_W.
Bush's second visit to McCracken
County in approximately three
years.
Bush came to Paducah during his
campaign for the White House in
2000. On that occasion, though, he
was not president. He was still the
governor of the state of Texas.
However, that was different
Saturday afternoon when he arrived
at Barkley's Midwest Aviation
hangar via the familiar light blue
and white jet aircraft known as Air
Force One.
For Theide, it meant a lifelong
streak was going to stay intact.
"With this, I can actually say that
I have seen all the presidents that
have served in my lifetime —
(Richard) Nixon through George W.
— and that's really why I'm here
today, to keep that little string
going," said the 39-year-old Theide
some two hours before President
Bush's arrival.
"When I lived in Iowa, I was able
to see (Bill)Clinton at a function

there, but the other time was when
the Nixon Library opened (in Yorba
Linda, Calif., near where she and
her husband, Ted, lived at the time).
The others (Nixon, Gerald Ford. •
Jimmy Carter, Ronald Reagan and .
George Herbert Walker Bush, thecurrent President Bush's father)
were there at the same time. Now,
I'M 'living in Murray and here's
President Bush coining. I couldn't
pass this'up."
That seems to have been the case
with several of the people that made
up Saturday's audience. In fact, during the president's 20-minute
speech, he asked for a show of
hands as to how many Democrats
were present, resulting in a fairly
large responsle said he did not
hold their partli loyalties against
them, even asking them to cross
party lines for Fletcher Tuesday.
That would include West
Paducah's Linda
Gattis whose outfit for the day
could not be
ignored by many.
She arrived with
a multitude of
presidential election buttons that
she has collected
over the years.
Her larger ones were in support of
Democrats such as Walter Mondale
and Al Gore, but several buttons
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
also featured Republicans that President George W. Bush addresses a crowd of some 3,500 people Saturday morning during a campaign stop in Paducah for
included the likes of Dwight Congressman Ernie Fletcher prior to Tuesday's General Election In Kentucky.Shown behind the presidential podium are,from left,
Eisenhower.
Linda Greenwell, GOP candidate for state auditor, Fletcher and Lt. Gov. candidate Steve Pence.
"And-I've got so many more of admitting that she is leaning toward didate that will-say the only to solve half-a-mile from my house, so I about
a _minute ,and did not cover
these at home, but I didn't want to Fletcher's Democratic opponent this prescription drugs problem is might as well be here. But this is a
any of the main issues of-the-elecoverdo it. I'm doing this today, Kentucky Attorney General Ben through a price point limit on those chance to actually hear him talk in
tion. Mainly, he was responsible for
though, because I'm an American Chancier. "I'm not totally set yet, medications. Giving everybody person about things. Your only alter- introducing
the president, who did
and I'm showing that I have the though. I really want to listen close insurance isn't the answer.
native, most of the time, is CNN or speak on issues Gattis said concern
right to choose (regardless of the to what Fletcher has to say,and what
"I also want to -hear what Bush FoxNews."
candidate's party)," said Gattis, I'm still wanting to do is find a can- has to say today. I mean, it's only
Fletcher's speech lasted all of

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photos

Though not the larger model, Air Force One, left, taxis down the runway at Barkley Regional Airport in Paducah Saturday bringing President George W. Bush, right, to the region to campaign for
U.S. Rep. Ernie Fletcher's bid for Kentucky's gubernatorial race. The visit by the president brought out more than 3,000 supporters.

Leaflets warned of'modern'attacks before U.S. helicopter
The Sunday missile attack on the heliBy The Associated Press
: FALLUJAH, Iraq (AP) — Leaflets.seen copter, carrying dozens of soldiers on their
In mosques in this tense Sunni Muslim way home for leave, was the deadliest single
region warned of new attacks using "mod- strike against U.S. forces since the war
em and advanced methods" only days 'began March 20.
before insurgents brought down a U.S.
Three other Americans — one 1st
Army Chinook helicopter, killing 16 and Armored Division soldier and two civilians
wounding 20 others.
working for -the U.S. Army Corps -of
_
•

Engineers — were also killed Sunday in "Sunni Triangle" tbat has produced the most
separate attacks, making it the bloodiest day violent opposition to the U.S. occupation of
for U.S. forces since March 23.
Iraq.
At the Chinook crash site, near the
Witnesses said the attackers used shoulEuphrates River farming village of Hasi, der-fired missiles against the Chinook, a
just south of Fallujah, a giant crane lifted sign of the increasing sophistication of
pieces of Wreckage onto a truck. Soldiers Iraq's elusive anti-U.S. fighters as the insursealed off the immediate area, deep in the gency intensifies.

The large twin-rotor helicopter was flying with a second Chinook headed for
Baghdad International Airport when two
missiles streaked into the sky and slammed
into the rear of the aircraft, witnesses told
The Associated Press. It crashed in flames in
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Religious conference to feature
members of Kennedy,Gandhi families

_

LOUISVILLE.. Ky. (AP) —
10-day- conference aimed at bringing together people of different religious faiths will feature appearances
by Robert F. Kennedy Jr. .and the
grandson of Mahatma Gandhi.'Kennedy will open the Festival
of Faiths on Sunday with a keynote
address focusing on the relationship
between spirituality and environ-mental 8‘..tr
Kennedy, president of the activist
• r Alliance and son of the slain U.S. senator, has, led legal battles_Io protect New York State
waterways.
only Jaiie.a_in the last several
decades that people in the various
NIL RRAY
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Chopper ...

In

From Front

religions have come to think of confartners' fields west of Baghdad.
cern for the environment as part Of
An unsigned leaflet posted
their spiritual practice," said Terry
Friday at mosques in the area, where
Taylor, executive director of the
anti-American sentiment runs high.
sponsoring Cathedral Heritage
urged people to avoid public places
Foundation. •
over the weekend. "Special operaKennedy is credited with taking
tions against occupation forces
legal action to halt pollution in areas
might be carried out by using modsuch as the Hudson River and Long
ern and advanced methods," the
Island Sound, arguing cases to
.
. .
expand -citizen acc-es,s4o shorelines. --Aeaflet said.
The leaflet also warned people
and suing sewage treatment plants
sjay at hOme,avoid going to work or
to force compliance with thellean
school and stay away from markets
Water Act.
Satuiltiay'and 9unday."Any persons
A :prayer breakfast on Nov. 13
will feature Arun Gandhi, grandson. who move during this period will be
responsible for their own safety,"
of Mahatma Gandhi.
the note said.
offieials --have- blamed
Saddam Hussein loyalists, foreign
fighters and Islamic extremists for
From Front
the stepped up attacks on the U.S.
occupation.
her, including prescription drugs,
On Monday, 16 U.S. soldiers
the ongoing war .on terrorism and
wounded in the helicopter attack
the economy.
arrived in Germany for treatment at
Bush's speech alone, though,
an American military hospital.
was probably good enough for
Eleven of the soldiers were in intenMurray State University sophomore
sive care but stable condition, while
Barry Morris. Being that he hails
five others were in the main ward
from Germantown, Tenn., he said
with lesser injuries, said U.S. Army
he has very. little‘iiitcrest in- the
Col. Rhonda Cornum, commander
gubernatorial election. But seeing a
of the Landsuihl Regional Medical
sitting president? That was another
Center.
matter altogether.
The soldiers — 15 men and one
him,"
"I'm a big supporter of
woman — were _among nearly 30
said-Morris, emphasizing the- presisoldiers who arrived early Monday
dent's faith."He's a Godly man,and
at Ramstein Air Base aboard.a C-17
that's one of the best qualities about
transport aircraft. A 17th soldier
him. I'd say that's one of America's
injured in the attack was to arrive
saving graces right now.
Tuesday morning, said Marie Shaw,
".Ws-pretty...exciting for me." For
a spokeswoman for the hospital.
once, I get to see the most famous
In Britain, Prime Minister Tony
man in America. That's just a priviBlair expressed his regret over the
lege and an honor, I believe."
shootdown. saying the past week
had been a "particularly grim seven
days" in terms of casualties, a
spokesman said Monday.
An Oct. 23 board of zoning
"It's clearly a tragic day for
adjustments story incorrectly
Defense Secretary
America,"
reported that Daewoo was closing
said Sunday in
Rumsfeld
H.
Donald
because of bankruptcy. Wade and
"In a long, hard war,
Washington.
Bambi Etherton had told the board
we're going to have tragic days. But
that is why they were moving their
they're necessary. They're part of a
chiropractor office into the
war that's difficult and complicatChestnut Street business. However,
ed."
Daewoo is not going bankrupt„but
L. Paul Bremer, the head of the
moving.out of the main building
in Iraq, repeated
occupation
into a smaller building at the back
that Syria and Iran prevent
demands
of the property, owner Dorothy
fighters from crossing their borders
Fike said.
into Iraq.
"They could do a much better job
- The Murray Ledger & Times
helping us seal that border and
of
strives to ensure accurate and fair
terrorist out of Iraq," he
keeping
reporting, however mistakes occasnetwork CNN.
cable
the
told
sionallY occur. It is the Ledger's
of freedom" in
"enemies
The
policy to correct errors. To report a
more sophisticated
using
"are
Iraq
news mistake or error, please call
techniques to attack our forces." .
753-1916.
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Correction

AP Photo

A U.S. Army helicopter flies near the area after a U.S. Chinook helicopter, right, believed to be carrying dozens of soldiers to leaves abroad was struck by a missile and crashed west of Baghdad,
near Fallujah, Sunday, Nov. 2, 2003, killing 13 soldiers and wounding more than 20 others, the
U.S. command and witnesses reported.
their weaponry, first using homeareas," he said.
On Saturday, fire broke out at an made roadside bombs, then rocketoil pipeline in Samara, 60 miles fired grenades in ambushes on
northwest of Baghdad after it was American patrols, and vehicles
hit by a bomb, an oil official said stuffed with explosives and detonatunder_ cpnditip.n of anonymity.. The ed by suicide attackers.
The Pentagon announced Friday
pipeline runs between northern
it was expanding the rest and recreKirkuk to a Baghdad refinery.
A second explosion occurred ation leave program for troops in
Saturday on the pipeline between Iraq. As of Sunday, it said, the numSaddam's hometown of Tilcrit and ber of soldiers departing daily to the
Beiji, the site of Iraq's largest refin- United States via neighboring
ery on an LPG line that links Kirkuk Kuwait would be increased from
280 to 480.
to Taji gas factory in Baghdad.
With the helicopter crash, at least
The area has seen widespread
resistance to the U.S.-led occupa- 139 American soldiers have been
tion. Constant sabotage to pipelines killed by hostile fire since Bush
and the decayed state of Iraqi's declared an end to combat on May
infrastructure have slowed efforts to 1. Around 377 U.S. service memrevive the country's giant oil indus- bers have died since the beginning
of military operations in Iraq.
tryThe death toll Sunday surpassed
U.S. officials have been warning
Donald Rumsfeld
of the danger of shoulder-fired mis- one of the deadliest single attacks
U.S. Defense Secretary
siles; hundreds of which are now during the Iraq war: the March .23
The violence continued late scattered from Saddam's arsenals, ambush of the 507th Maintenance
Sunday, when five shells exploded and such missiles are believed to Company,in which 11 soldiers were
in 'different neighborhoods in the have downed two UTS7-eepters since killed, nine were wounded and- - - northern oil city of Kirkuk, killing May I. Those twd crashes — of seven- captured, including Pfc.
eine Iraqi and injuring eight, Jalal smaller helicopters — wounded Jessica Lynch.
A total of 28 Americans around
Jawher, a Patriotic Union of only one American. .
The loaded-down Chinook was a Iraq died that day, the deadliest for
Kurdistan official said today.
"They were randomly fired. dramatic new target. The insurgents U.S. troops during the war.
There are no U.S. bases in those have been steadily advancing in
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Chandler
Covven 2003
For Continued Progress In

CALLOWAY COUNTY
Ben listens to concerns from Alfred Williams of Elm
Grove.

Ben assures Ms. Burdean Wrather & Mancil Vinson of
his commitment to protect Teacher Retirement.

The Chandler - Owen Plan
To Put Kentucky First

What some regional
newspapers have to say
endorsing Ben Chandler

Create 100,000 New Jobs for Kentucky —

The Henderson Gleaner

• Fi.gbt unfair trade Agtsements-Jhat _send As overseas
• Oppose deregulation of energy and fight to preserve
low-cost power
• Support full funding for the Purchase Area Regional
Industrial Park
• Support the completion of new four4ane HighWay-80aS.soon as possible
• Encourage businesses to conduct research at Kentucky
universities with the new SPARK tax credit
• Establish-Regional Skills Alliances to-ensure
Kentuckians can compete in the modern workplace

A "world-class" education for all
Kentucky children
• Fight to reduce class-size and institute a state school
bonding program to rebuild and modernize our schools
• Oppose private school vouchers that siphon funds from
our public schools
• Keep discipline and values in our classrooms and
establish alternative learning environments for students
who need them.

"We are convinced that Chandler and his running mate,
Charlie Oweii, will - work 'deliberately, to alleviate
Kentucky's budget crisis; rekindle economicdevelOpment,
resolve the Medicaid funding crisis and shore up the
threatening erosion of gains made in education from
-kindif*iirtinthrough higher education.

Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer
Ben discusilng local issues with Jãdge Elkins and Mayor Rushiiik-

"It's this understanding of the issues and willingness to
put himsaan the_dine when needed that mac's- Chandler,
the best choice to be Kentucky's next governor"

BEN CHANDLER

Louisville Courier Journal.

CHARLIE OWEN
ARE THE
CLEAR CHOICE!

Quality health care for all Kentuckians
• Fight to allow Kentuckians to-reimport prescription drugs
from Canada and other countries where the prices are
cheaper
• Lower prescription drug costs with multi-state
purchasing cooperatives
• Expand health care coverage of Kentucky's children by
fully leveraging federal resources and stepping up efforts
to enroll children in K-CHIP
• Common sense rpedical malpractice insurance reform
• Eliminate Medicaid fraud
• Hold HMO's 8i. Insurance Companies accountable if they
deny needed care.

"Chandler has the right priorities. He knows niore about
state government than his opponent. He has bucked
instead ofserved both the political and corporate establishments. He has demonstrated a coriimitment to open
government that Rep. Fletcher lacks."

Lexington Herald Leader
"Chandler's independence, record and courage strongly
suggest that he's the candidate with the kind ofattitude it
will take to clean up the mess in Frankfort."
Also endorsed by:
The News-Enterprise, Elizabethtown
The Kentucky Standard, Bardstown
Central Kentucky News Journal, Campbellsville
The Kentucky Post, Covington
The Daily Times, Glasgow
The Daily Independent, Ashland

LET'S CONTINUE THE PROGRESS
1. Murray State University - Over $100,000,000
• Regional Special Events Center
• College of Science (Under Construction)
•College of Education
• Regional Center for Emerging Technology (Under Construction)
•....And Many Others
2.Road Projects - Over $50,000,000
• New 4-Lane Highway 80(Cadiz-Murray-Mayfield)
• US 641 South 4-Lane Project
• KY 121 5-Lane Project
• Numerous Rural Road & Bridge Projects

A New Plan for Government
• End no-bid contracts
• Cut 1,000 state jobs per year through attrition
• Reduce administrative and overhead costs to save
taxpayers hundreds of millions of dollars
• End political pardons
• Eliminate 3,500 state vehicles
• All Government officials must sign a code of ethics
pledge

3. Murray & Calloway County - Over $7,000,000
• Murray-Calloway County SenioeCitizens Center.
• East Calloway Water Project
• Hazel Fire Dept.(NeiFireTruck)
• Murray-Calloway County Fire & Rescue
• Murray-Calloway County Park Improvements
• Murray Downtown Renovations
• Fort Heiman Project
•....And Many Others

Ben discusses health care issues with Murray dentist,
Dr. Burton Young.

National Rifle Association
"A" Rating

.+0

Keeping Kentuckians Safe

Chandler-Owen also endorsed by:

4. Agriculture & Economic Development. Over $3,000,000

• Block any effort to balance the budget by freeing
prisoners
• Launch a grant program to help local departments hire
5% more polict‘
• Crack down on meth labs and prescription drug abuse

• Kentucky West Nursery Cooperative, Inc.
• Various Grants for New & Expanding Industry
• Environmental Cost Share Program
•....And Many Others •

• Kentucky Education Association
• Kentucky Nurse's Association
• Kentucky Women's Political Caucus
• Fraternal Order of Police
• Kentucky Professional Firefighters .

Join us in supporting BEN CHANDLER for GOVERNOR
Sen. Bob & Karen Jackson
Rep. Buddy & Betty Buckingham
Judge Larry Elkins
Mayor Tommy Rushing
Phil Haile, Jailer
Bobby C. Stubblefield, Magistrate
Gerald Duncan. Magistrate
Steve Lax, Magistrate

Johnny Gingles, Magistrate
David Harrington, County Attorney
Ronnie Jackson, PVA
Vicki Wilson, Circuit Clerk
Larry Roberts, Sheriff
Gale Cook. Commonwealth Attorney
Mike Garland, Coroner
Freed Curd

Dr. & Mrs. Jack Rose
Warren & Sally Hopkins
Z.C. & Mattha Enix
Mr. & Mrs. Mandl Vinson
Dottie Lyons
Kathy Jo Stubblefield
Alfred Williams
• Krit Stubblefield

Bill Stubblefield
Robert 0. Miller
Dr. Charles & Marsha Tucker
Mr. & Mrs. J.D. Williams
Sue Outland
Randall Patterson
Marvin Harris
Doris Clark-Parham

Jo Weaks
Nancy Lovett
Carl Hudspeth
Dan Lavit
Suzanne Schroader
„Nell McCuiston
Pat Coleman
Rick Lamkin

Dr. James Byrn
Charles Windsor
Pat & Virginia Randolph
Mr &Mrs. Carl Durham

And Many, Many Other Calloway County Friends and Supporters
Jar

PILEASE VCIT1E "TUESDAY, INt IV- 4 FOR

BEN CHANDLER
OWEN
G°or

611 RLIE
Lt. Governo

•

www.chandlerowen2003.com

Ben Chandler visits with Earl Hudspeth.
1,5 11,iriu 5\11
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Ben Chandler with
Donna Herndon and
Sen. Bob Jackson, presenting new clothes to
Family Resource and
Youth Services Centers.
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AgreeOrNot

by Todd Duvall

Not a pretty
thing to behold
FRANKFORT — In less than
three months, the new Kentucky
governor will go before a joint ses'siot
-fUthe General Assembly and
outline his Proposed budget.for the
2004=2006 biennium. - -Barring a wholly unexpected
economic boom across Kentucky,
tja.new budget will not be a pretty
thing to behold, and thelegislative
battle likely to ensue will be
bloody.
That's because, after three years
of budget cuts, there will be a lot of
powerful interests that have
endured those cuts seeking new
money that simply won't exist. And
legislators will feel the pressure
thoke interests can bring to bear.
Here are some of them:
•Elementary and secondary
education have been spared the
worst effects of Kentucky's soured
economy and the resulting loss of
tax revenues, but everyone agrees
state education spending isn't keep-ing up with the increased demands
of education reform. The estimates
of the need to fully fund KERA
range from $600 million to more
than $1 billion.
There's a lawsuit pending by
local school systems seeking to
have the courts order more money
he spent on schools.
Teachers will expect a pay raise
in the new budget, and the chronic.
need for new school construction
only gets worse as building projects
are delayed for lack of funds.
a Higher education reacted to
the most recent round of funding
cuts by raising tuition at universities substantially. Even though the
cost of higher education in
Kentucky is still cheap in comparison to other states, there is a limit
to how much tuition, fees and
expenses can go up before students
fall by the wayside.
The Council on Postsecondary
• Education is cutting back on its
request for the Bucks for Brains
program from $120 million to $60
milhon, but that still represents a
lot of money when tax revenues
continue to lag. There's no doubt
the $350 million so far invested in
Bucks for Brains have been an
unqualified success - it generated
another $350 million contributed by
public and private donors. But with

pressure coming from all directions,
legislators are going to be tempted
to put Bucks for Brains on hold, at
least for a couple of years.
Is Medicaid and human services
have taken an especially tough hit
as less tax money translated into
tougher eligibility rules and higher
costs to recipients. Advocates for
the—FoOT,lan-dicapped and elderly will be especially vigilant in telling
legislators horror stories of old people put out of nutsidg tomes and
children going without health insurance because of budget cuts this
year and likely still more next year.
There are a host of other budget
priorities that will have to he
addressed by the new budget. There
are roads in need of repair and others in need of construction. They all
have their particular constituencies,
including the companies that build
and repair highways.
There still are too many rural
Kentucky households that let raw
sewage run directly into nearby
streams.
About 30,000 state employees
will expect a pay raise and hope for
some kind of relief from the rocketing Lost of their health insurance
coverage.
The state resort parks have their
needs to remain competitive. The
requirements of overseeing the
state's environmental laws continue
to increase no matter what the
budget status is at any given period.
Since there appears to be no
chance legislators will consider any
changes in state taxes that generate
a net increase in revenues, there
simply will not be money available
to meet the demand let alone the
need.
So without robust economic
growth over the next year and
beyond, there will be a whole lot of
disappointed people when the next
state budget finally passes the
General Assembly and is signed
into law. And it is safe to predict that
when that budget gets the governor's signature, there will be little if
any celebration at the Capitol.
Todd Duvall is an editorial
writerfor The State Journal in
Frankfort.

An Election Chain Reaction
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The general elec- tion, which goes to sheriffs
tion may trigger a chain reaction of resignations. of the affected counties, has
gubernatorial appointments and special electo give at least 35 days
tions, depending on who wins the races for govnotice.
ernor, attorney general and even treasurer.
It last happened in
That is especially true if
Kentucky in 1994 when Rep.
Republican Ernie Fletcher
William Natcher died in
manages to defeat Democrat
office. Republican Ron
Ben Chandler and jump to
Lewis won a special election,
the governorship from the
then a full term in the general
U.S. House — a feat last •
election.
Fletcher
achieved in Kentucky by
Timing of the resignation
Earle Clements in 1947.
would be up to Fletcher. He could resign as soon
Some scenarios follow.
as results of the gubernatoriIf Fletcher wins:
al election are certified, giv•Resigns 6th District con- ing Patton ample time to call
Capitol gressional seat. Governor
a special election. In theory,
Ideas . declares vacancy and issues he could wait until the last
By Charles
proclamation of special elecminute before taking the oath
Wolfe
tion. Parties in the counties
of office as governor, meanAP Writer
of the district choose nomiing he'd be the governor
nees. Independents, third'who calls the special elecparty candidates file by petition. Or he could resign any
tion with 400 signatures.
time in between.
Unlike the U.S. Senate, vacancies in the U.S.
Chandler
If Chandler wins:
House cannot be filled by appointment. Seats are
•Would resign as attorfilled by special election for the remainder of a
ney general. As governor, could appoint a
term.
replacement attorney general. That could be the
Timing of the election is up to the governor,
general election winner but wouldn't have to be.
though it must be a Tuesday and the proclama(If Chandler loses, he remains attorney gener-

al until the first Monday in January — Jan. 5 —
when the new attorney general takes over.)
If Democrat Greg Stumbo wins the attorney general race:
•Would resign from the Kentucky House,
where he also holds a party office — majority
floor leader.
Because the new term as attorney general
begins on Jan. 5, one day before the General
Assembly convenes, the resignation would go to
the governor.
- AS-in the case of a congressional vacancy, the
governor would issue a writ of special election
with the same 35-day notice requirementl'arties
of the counties of the House district choose
Republican and Democratic nominees.
Independents and third-party candidates file by
petition with 100 signatures. House Democratic
caucus would choose new floor leader.
If both Chandler and Stumbo win::
•Chandler would resign as attorney general
and take office as governor. Stumbo then could
resign his House seat. If both agree, Chandler
could appoint Stumbcras attorney general for the
month prior to his term beginning.
If Republican Adam Koenig wins state
treasurer race:
•Would resign from Kenton County Fiscal
Court, where he is a commissioner. Replacement
appointed by governor.

Rice buffeted in foreign policy storms
WashingtonTodav

by Deb Riechmann

WASHINGTON (AP)— She is
gations that the Iraq Stabilization
said to be President Bush's "weathGroup, folded into the National
er vane," and, if so, Condoleezza
Security Council, amounts to Rice
To the Editor.
Rice is being buffeted these days by grabbing power from Rumsfeld and
November 4 affords our great commonwealth an opportunity to start
ever-shifting winds from the
the Pentagon, the agency officially
fresh and new in state government.., an opportunity to break from the past
Middle East. Not to mention the
in charge of rebuilding Iraq.
and to bring change. This opportunity resides in the election of Ernie
internal squalls over postwar Iraq
"I want to be very clear: I'm the
Fletcher'Ernie Fletcher is a person who will be proud to be our Governor
that keep blowing through
national security adviser," Rice
and is a person of whom we can be proud to call the Governor of our great Washington.
says."What I do is coordinate polistate.
Bush's top foreign policy adviser cy. I don't operate. I don't impleUnder the leadership of Ernie Fletcher, we can expect the mess in
is-now heading a new organiz-ation
ment. I coordinate policy. It is the .
Frankfort to he cleaned up. the return of conservative principles and valwhose name — the Iraq
secretary of defense who will conues, and the elimination of waste, fraud and abuse. We can further expect
Stabilization Group — attests to the tinue to run the postwar reconstrucan end to the politics of the past and can look forward to an administration continued violence in Iraq.
tion, as he has done and as he has
of people who have rock solid values with honor and integrity.
The president calls Rice the
done well."
Establishing goals is required for successful leadership. Ernie Fletcher has
"unsticker," saying she helps
For Ivo Daalder. who served in
set such goals. some of which are: attracting quality businesses with high
"unstick" problems in Iraq that get
President Clinton's National
paying jobs, improving the quality and affordability of health care, bringcaught up in the gears of governSecurity Council, there is no quesing fiscal responsibility aad.efficiency, improving our tax structure, and
ment.
tion the new group pulls more
ensuring quality education for our children.
Her critics say Rice leaves too
power into the White House.
We, as citizens of the great commonwealth of Kentucky, have both the
many problems unresolved and
"As far as I've been able to tell,
honor and the duty to vote. Please do so on Tuesday. November 4 and let
needs to exert a heavier-hand to •
there hasn't been the kind of coorus cestore hope for our government by electing Ernie Fletcher as our next
bridge the moderate State
dinated leadership by the NSC on
governor.
Department and the more conserva- • this issue at least since January
Thank you.
tive Pentagon. In reported
when Rumsfeld was given control
Chris Wooldridge instances. Rice has refrained from
of the whole planning and execu• Murray. Ky. taking ks-tieS in the president:A-aytion of the postwar period," Daalder
•.
ing theriinyte
.:ster-,-and.hiS-hticketr
To the Editor.
down whei he ha'expressed a
"Rumsfeld has ridden roughshod
Ernie Fletcher will be the next governor of the great state of Kentucky,
strong reaction against discussing
over the NSC process at large, and
hke it or not. A lot of people I have talked to in western Kentucky said
them.
he's been getting away with it. I
they are tired and ashamed of Gov. Patton, time to clean house and get
A determined Woman. steeped in have no idea whether she (Riceris
Kentucky a Republican governor.
academia, Rice is hardly a
going to crack the whip or not. She
Ernie Fletcher will carry Calloway County and western Kentucky.
pushover.
•
hasn't up to this point."
(lay Elam
Her briefcase overflows with
White House officials say the
Murray. Ky. Many tasks: keeping Defense
idea that Rumsfeld rules is false
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld and
and thakthe infamous infighting
Secretary of-State Cohn Powell
with Powell is overstated.
from butting heads: orchestrating a
James Phillips, Middle East
get-tough U.S. policy against North expert at the conservative Heritage Korea,and its nuclear ambitions:
Foundation. says Bush likes to hear
shepherding work on the Middle.
differing policy Options so he purEast peace process: helping the
posefully has not muted debate
president address the nuclear
between those Cabinet members.
weapons threat in Iran.
Now, the president is stressing
The White House dismisses alle- teamwork in finding peace in Iraq,

Our Readers Write

•

Remember To
Vote Tomorrow

AP File Photo

and has given the leadership role to
intelligence that turned out to be
Rice, Phillips said.
based on forged documents.
"I think we're coming up to hard
She blamed the CIA, saying if
decisions on Iraq that are going to
the agency had said,"Take this out
have to be made at the White
of the speech,' it would have been
House, anyway, like how to gradugone without question."
ally pull out U.S. troops without
• Her deputy, Stephen Hadley,
undermining the evolving governsaid two CIA memos and a phone
ment and how to reduce American *gall from CIA Director George
losses while continuing the hunt for Tenet led him to take a similar pasweapons and remnants of Saddam's sage about Iraq and uranium ourof
regime and al-Qaida," Phillips said. an earlier Bush speech. but that this
Phillips argues that Rice should
had slipped his mind as the State of
nbt be criticized for delaying deci,
the Union address was being _writsionS when maybe it is best to wa't
ten. One of the memos was sent to
for more information. -Bush is ve
Rice, but an NSC spokesman-said
decisive." he said. -.I'd be nervous
she doesn't recall reading it.
if she were bringing issues up to
Still. Rice remains one of the
him prematurely."
closest of Bush confidants. •
Cast as a rising star when she
• "I have deseribed her as a
began advising Bush during his
weather vane — Bush's weather
presidential campaign. Rice has lost vane," Daalder said. "She is more
some shine of late.
reflective of what Bush is thinking
Earlier this year,-,she was,eriti....— - than the 'other way around."
cized for allowing Bush to assert in
his January State of the Union
Deb Riechmann covers the
address that Iraq was shopping in
Whlie Hoü.iefrfr The Aslocidled- —
Africa for uranium "yellowcake"
Press.
use4 to make nuclear weapons —
.• •

Security rules broken at Western dorm

Obituaries
Imes-Miller
Funeral Home
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Mrs. Thelma Grace Harper
Mrs. Thelma Grace Harper, 74, North Ridge Drive, Benton, died
Sunday, Nov. 2, 2003, at 5 a.m. at Baptist Memorial Hospital East,
Memphis,Tenn.
----KbonferitRer, The was a menibert OT-Ctirtstiatilkettowshiplanircti:
Her husband, Raymond Harper, one grandson, Shannon Cross, one
sister and four brothers- all preceded-her in-death. She was The-daughter
V
of the late Oscar Clark and Minnie Lovie Allen Clark-7
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Pat Robinson, Gilhertrville,
Mrs. Chris Defaria, Benton, and Mrs. Sheila Garrett, Paducah; one son,
Jimmy Harper, Calvert City; one sister, Mrs. Marie Fulks, Houston,
Texas,• nine grandchildren Josh Harper, Hardin,.Gina Hanbinan. Bill
Burkeen, Amy Dukes and Karl Green, all of Paducah, David Harper,
Houston, Texas, Cindy Taylor, Louisville, Kyle Green, Benton, and Kim
Defaria, Virginia; 12 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral
Home, Benton. Dr. J.T. Parish will officiate. Burial will follow in the
-.
Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
•
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Christian Fellowship
School, 1417 U.S. Hwy. 68,Fast, Benton, Ky_4207-5

.Mrs.Thelma Dean Dodson
Mrs. Thehna Dean Dodson,6g, Colunibtis,sister f Mrs: hay Sinith
of Murray, died Saturday, Nov. 1,2003, at 4:07 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
One son, Terry Lynn Dodson, preceded her in death. She was the •
daughter of the late Marvin Truman (Jack) Payne and Eathel Dean
Dodge Payne.
Mrs. Dodson was a member of Obion Baptist Church.
Survivors include her. husband R.C. Dodson; two daughters, Mrs.
Tiniqua Darlene Frost, Clinton, and Mrs. Shelly Frost, Columbuo; six
sisters, Mrs. Sarena Martin, Lexington, Mrs. Lovey Hacker and_Mrs.
Margaret Ann WYsong both of Wickliffe, Mrs. Charlene Tarver, Casey,
Mrs. Evelyn Arnold, Channelview,Texas, and Mrs. Irene Smith, Murray;
-three brothers, Raymond Payne, Dittmer, Mo., Marvin Payne, Dayton,
Texas, and Gary Payne, Barlow; three grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. at Obion Baptist Church,
Columbus. The Rev. Tim Stinson will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Zion Cemetery.
- Visitation will be at Milner & Orr Funeral Home, Arlington, after 6
p.m. today (Monday) and at the church after 11 a.m. Tuesday.

Lawrence (Gene) Landreth
The funeral for Lawrence (Gene) Landreth is today (Monday) at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Jim
Glover is officiating. Burial will follow in the Clarks River Cemetery,
Symsonia.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Salt & Light Community
First Church of God, Building Fund, 155 Pugh_ Rd., Paducah, Ky.,
42003.
Mr. Landreth, 76, Griggstown Road, Calvert City, died Friday, Oct.
31, 2003, at 1:53 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
He had retired after 45 years of service as a foreman for Florsheim
Shoe Co. A Navy veteran of World War H, he was a member of Salt ands
Light Community First Church of God and Harris Vickers A&M Legion
144 of Gilbertsville.
Born in Poplar Bluff, Mo., he was the son of the late Vernie Landreth
and Media Reid Landreth. Two sisters and one brother also preceded him
in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ruth Landreth; two daughters, Ms.
Brenda Landreth, Del City, Okla., and Mrs. Janice Casey, Poplar Bluff,
Mo.; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Gina Byars, Symsonia; four sisters, Mrs.
Laura Lee Zinselmeier, St. Louis, Mo., Mrs. Mama Smalley, Florida,
Mrs. Marcie Trickle, Kansas, and Mrs. Barbara Nasep, Poplar Bluff,
Mo.; two brothers, Darrell Landreth, Williamsville, Mo., and Farrel
Landreth, St. Louis, Mo.; four grandchildren; four great-grandchildren:
several nieces and nephews.

Billie Wilson

The funeral for Billie Wilson was today(Monday)at -t0:30 a.m. in the
_chapel of Voran Funeral Home, Dearborn Heights, Mich. Burial was in
the Mt. Hope Memorial Gardens, Lavonia, Mich.
Mr. Wilson, 76, Dearborn Heights, Mich., formerly of Murray, died
Thursday, Oct. 30,-2003, in Dearborn Heights.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Annies Wilson; four children, Frank
Al Wilson and wife,„Paulette, Joseph Wilson and wife, Joyce, Carl
Wilson and wife, Linda, and Clara Sensole and husband, Girard; one ,sister, Mrs. Imogene Limb; six grandchildren: five great-grandchildren.

Grand Opening

EYES & EYEWEAR
Providing Quality Eyecare For The Entire Family
*Eye Exorws For Glasses & Contacts *Treatment of Eye Infections
*Cataract & Glaucoma Screening
*Superior Selection of Designer Eyewear
506N. 12th St,Suite G•apple Plaza • Mum
Dr. Douglas W Payne
Optometrist

(270) 753-5507

Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is .you.

STOCK MARKET REPORT
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.....9877.42 + 76.30 HopFed Bank*
45.83 + 0.42 IBM
Air Products
68.87 + 0.44 Intel
Anthem
18.84 + 0.25 Kroger
AT&T
39.15 + 0.48 Mattel
BB&T
+ 0.05 MeDonalds
Bell South .....
65.60 + 039 Merck
Briggs & Stratton
25.45 + 0.08 Microsoft
Bristol Myers Squibb
74.26 + 0.98 J.C. Penney
Caterpillar
74.93 + 0.63
Chevron Texaco Corp
Pepsico, Inc.
37.75 + 0.81
Daimler Chrysler
Pfizer, Inc.
30.49 + 0.24
Dean Foods
Schering-Plough
36.85 + 0.27
Exxon-Mobil
12.32 + 0.19 Sears
Ford Motor
29.15 + 0.14 Time Warner
General Electric
42.86 + 0.19 Union Planters
General Motors
+ 0.46 US Bancorp
,GlaxoSmithKline
27.99 + 0.37 UST
.Goodrich
.........6.99 + 6.13 Wal-Mart
Goodyear--......

prices as of 9 a.m.
17.70 B 17.98 A
90.34 + 0.86
33.56 + 0.61
17.67 +.0.18'
19.49 + 0.13
25.37 +11.37
•44.75 + 0.50
26.49 + 0.35
24.06 + 0.41
47.85 + 0.03
31.65 + 0.05
15.31 + 0.04
53.14 + 0.51'
15.60 + 0.31
33.52 + 0.25
27.12-0.0
14.31 + 0.29
59.20 + 0.25

--COurt Square,(XGI'5V, KY 420/1 The BostritTing Investment-frroup
270-753-3366•800-444-1854
Hours: 7:39 a.m.-6:00 p.m. M-F
'Hilloard Lyons's. market maker, in this stock
J.J.B. HILLIARD, W.L. LYONS, INC.

44eHILLIARD LYONS

unc-pnce unchanged
Adchhonai .ntormahon wadable on requtst

MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE AND SIPC

Dearborn,,said security did not concern hint'
" BOWLING-GREril,• Ky. t'All -.L---.`Stcurity Ms.Outs frequently got in
andthat staff followed security procedures.
was repeatedly breached at the Western without registering at the
ifitheii
- -it was a fun plice,-Dearbortie said.-11.was
ror
Kentucky University dormitory where Katie Tront
a safe dorm. Nothing out of the ordinary hapAutry was assaulted, raped and burned alive last ID, violating school policy.
pened there. Basically, whatever happened in
Of the 254 overall student
spring, an inspection of school records shows.
the other dorms happened there."
Employees at Hugh Poland Hall during the violations, this category tied
Western Kentucky officials refused to comyear with vandalism at 3a for the
20,02-2003 school
ment on the incident reports because of the lawrecorded 38 instances in second-most
commonly
suit.
which residents or guests did reported in 2002-2003.
A
_The lawsuit names five individuals, includ_aot show identification, The
Thg most common type of
Soules
ing the.former hall director and an assistant hall
Courier-Journal newspaper violation - 78 reported
director, as well _as _avec resident uslitants at
of Louisville reportgALLa_iaganee =_..w,as_AamZe.s or
the tune Autry was attacked.
Sunday's editions.
improper use of electrical
Other defendants are the.WKU Student Life
.A-wriAngful.death lawsuit: _ outlets.: _ ,
Foundation, Pikes Inc. and Pi Kappa Alpha
filed against the university
Most of the ID violations
Fraternity. The foundation owns the residence
and others attfle) that lax occurred in the fall semester,
Autry
halls.
the
security at the dorm con- but some
happened
in
_
_
Autry and her alleged assailants are believed
tributed to the death of fresh- spring.
to have attended a party at the fraternity hours
Maranda Worrell, a resiman Melissa "Katie" Autry in May 2003. It says
before the fatal attack.
the university negligently failed to enforce its dent assistant at Poland Hall
Autry's mothec and an aunt filed the wrongfrom August 2002 until
own security policies.
Goodrum
ful death suit in September. The suit seeks comAutry, 18, of Pellville, was found burned on Janorm 2003, said security
pensation for medical and funeral expenses, lost
May 4 in her room at Poland Hall. She died had been -a huge, huge problem."
"I'd say we had a bigger problem with peo- earnings and pain and suffering. ,
three days later at a hospital in Nashville, Tenn.
Western Kentucky University is seeking to
Two Scottsville men, 21-year-old Lucas ple sneaking in than anything," said Worrell,
- Goodrum- and -20-year-okl Stephen Soules,-ar.e.--whu-has•since4ransferredto another school-Sher-have-the lawsuit dismi,ssed, citing government
awaiting trial on murder Charge's in, Autry's considered quitting because of security con- immunity. A hearing on the matter is scheduled
,
,
,cerns.
. for Monday in Warren County Circuit Court.:
.
. death, •
.• .
_
Pii4 ThdividrialS named as defendants along.
'AcCOrding to 'university. records: S-otne - --7"D'Veralf,1 never re-ally fert-Saie in (he-build•
, with the university also are seeking dismissal of
Poland Hall residents became angry when rei- ing," she said.
But another resident assistant. Ryan the suit in Warren County Circuit Court.
dent assistants or desk clerks asked to see their

Patton hospitalized with accelerated heart rate
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)
Gov. Paul Patton underwent a heart
catheterization on Saturday and
two scents were implanted to keep
an artery open, officials at the
University of Kentucky Hospital
announced Sunday.
Patton was released in time to
attend the Arkansas-Kentucky
football game Saturday night. He

Pafton

was resting at
the Executive
Mansion
in
Frankfort on
Sunday,
according to
his staff.
Doctors
not
have
restricted

Patton's activities, Chris Kellogg,
his. press secretary, said in a telephone interview.
--"The doctor told him he could
do what he chose to do, so ... he
went to the ballgame," she said.
"We expect him to be in the office
tomorrow."
Patton, 66, called a doctor after
exercking Saturday, according to

the hospital. His heart rate
remained elevated for about three
hours but-There was no.chest pain,
the hospital statement said.
- Patton consulted a doctor, who
advised him to go to the university
for evaluation. Patton was tested
and then admitted, the statement
said.

Driver charged with aggravated assault for presidential crash
A
JACKSON, Miss. (AP)
woman whose car rammed into the
side of an arena where President
Bush had just delivered a speech
races state assault charges, although
no federal charges were expected,
authorities said.
Mitchell,
Chief
David
spokesman for the DeSoto County
sheriff's department, said Betina
Mixon was charged Sunday with
two counts of aggravated assault on
a police officer.
Federal officials said Mixon. 29,
of Horn Lake, had no intention of
harming the president and no federal charges were pending against her.
Authorities.said they expect her to
be arraigned on the gate charges
Monday or Tuesday.
Bush had just spoken at a campaign rally for Haley Barbour. the
Republican nominee for governor,
and was in his limousine preparing
to leave the DeSoto County Civic
Center when the crash- occurred, a
senior administration official said.

The president left the arena less
than five minutes later from an exit
about 40 yards from the crash. Three
children were in the car Mixon
crashed.
The Secret Service was reviewing how the car was able to drive
past a police checkpoint and penetrate the security perimeter around
the arena, agency spokeswoman
Ann Roman said.
A friend of Mixon said she may
have wanted to hurt herself. Alicia
Graves, 19, who said she had known
Mixon for about 10 years, said her
friend had gone through a lot the last
few months.
"With marriage, her dad just
dying and her brother sick and all
that. I think she had a nervous,
breakdown,- Graves said Sunday.
Mixon, a nurse's aide and the mother of three sons. also ha4 a hysterectomy and "was having a_tot of stomach problems." Graves said.
The crash had nothing to do with
politics. Graves said. -She's not

November Specials
VIDEO GOLD
• 1 Month Unlimited Tanning $25

even registered to vote."
Witnesses said they saw a gray
Toyota Carnry drive through a parking lot,jump the curb, drive through
a gate where press buses had just left
and ram the building near a loading
dock.
Police rushed the car, dragged
out the driver, handcuffed her and
whisked her away.

Graves said authorities wouldn't
allow her to visit Mixon in jail.
"She don't belong in jail,"
Graves said. "She needs to be put
somewhere where she can calm
down and be by herself. She was
just to the point that she couldn't
take it anymore."
Graves said Mixon's children
were now staying with relatives.
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Do you care about rising health care costs?
Do you care about education?
Do you want prescription drugs made
affordable for all people?
Are you tired of losing jobs to other countries?

*ot
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We all need to do something
about it-

Vote The Democratic Ticket
Chandler, Owen, Stumbo,
Luallen, Miller, Baesler, Maple

Tuesday, November 4th
Paid for by the Calloway County Democratic Party,
Virginia Randolph, Treasurer,919 Sycamore St., Murray, KY 42071

-0t

•FREE IShirts with Purchase of Tanning Package)
•50% OFF Lotions I with Purchase of Tanning Package)
3-Movie Rentals $7.95 (2 days1
4 Movie Rentals $9.95(2 dais)
1206 Chestnut St.(Behind Hardee's)•759-4944

Peppers Automotive
Welcomes Preston Barrett
to Our Sales Team
Here ih Murray you'll find.Shetter Insurance
Agent Jack Romaine. We're proud to serve
this community and Our customers. Call today
and ask about our services.

't rit( k company.')
("Whatever it takes, we want to be your ear I,
Hrs.:
72/:;1E
/ey
2420 E. Wood St pt
.
M-F 8 a.m.-6 p.m.:
Paris, TN
Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
1-800-325-3229
www.peppersauto.com
731-642-3900

Jack Romaine
105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033

CHIVY
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.
11 THROUGH
BREAK 't1.
lon4e11 Lasting
Most Dependable Trucks
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Monday, November 3, 2003
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club

Senior Crime Co114e
will be at Weaks Center

Engagement

Because of uncertain weather, Alice Smith. second place, and
adies-, of the: Oaks, Country Doris Rose thia.plitc.e:
On Wednesday, Nov. 5, -at'9:15
Club did not play their scheduled
a.m., the ladies will play Bridle.
golf pn Wednesday, Oct. 29.
. Instead Bridge was played with I Hostess will be Maxa Read, phone
Janet Kirk winning first place:Mary:753-5178.

Kenlake Ladies Golf
Sue Thetford, Gloria Theis and
Fourteen ladies of the Kenlake
Ladies Golf League participated in Loretta Earls had II for low putts.
their weekly league play on
Other members present were
Wednesday. Oct. 28, at the Hamrick
Memorial Golf Course at Kenlake Dotty Elliott, Freda Elkins, Mary
Neale Barton, Fritz Hashagen,
State Resort Park.
Linda Bieck and Bobbe Manning Helen Roberts. Joanne Honefanger,
came in with the winning score of • Daisy Durham, Helen Hubbs and
Evelyn Blivin.
30 for the morning scramble.

J•o
'
s
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community Editor

Murray Singles will meet

Don't fall for the sucker line "There's a sucker brim every
• Tritriute,—Is the way-P. T. Barriliin —
put it. The premier showmanof the last century,
Barnum saW
equal parts of
ignorance and
curiosity in
'those who
responded to his
posters and billboards by parting with the
price of admisGreetings sion.
from Dexter Today, with
By Peggy
TV sets as comSmith
mon as toasters,
Dexter
it's doubtful that
Postmaster
the Barnum
sideshows of
yesterday would draw a crowd.
Still, the trust Barnum banked
on lives on in all of us, especially if
we are tempted to believe, even for
a second, that the fountain of youth
can be found in ajar, or that we
can take a 'free' trip to an island
paradise just by dialing a phone
number on a random advertisement. An appropriate saying to
keep in mind these days is "if it
seems too good to be true, it probably is."

When a 'sweepstakes' representative pr-ones you a once4n-a----- --lifetime chance to win thousands"of
dollars - for a small monthly fee just say no. A legitimate offer usually requires no entry fee. The
same holds true for offers of prizes'
or 'gifts' that come attached to a
purchase or entry fee. Unless youwant to make someone else richer,
just say no.
And above all, know who you
are doing business with - who they'
are and where they are. If there is
no actual ,city, street address and
phone number for the company
making the offer, think twice about
the offer.
Another bit of advice: if you're
considering an offer and want to
check out a company's credentials,
check with the Better Business
Bureau. And, of course, if you've
become the victim of a scheme that
involves the mail, or if you think
you have, contact the Postal
Inspection Service at 1-800-ASKUSPS (1-800-275-8777).
Meanwhile, watch out for those
'too good to be true' offers. The
students' of P.T. Barnum are banking on you.

.:*

RITA'S
Theatres
1008 Chestnut St.
NO CHECKS

Ham Rimairs
.

MATINEES SAT. & SUN. ONLY
Scary Movie 3
PG13 - 7:25 - 9:15
Texas Chainsaw Massacre
R - 7:15 - 9:25
School of Rock
PG13 - 9:00
Good Boy
PG - 7:00
Brother Bear
G - 7:05 - 9:00
Radio
PG - 7:20 - 9:35
Mystic River
R - 7:05 - 9:50
Runaway Jury
PG13 - 7:10 - 9:40
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU NOV. 4
Program Information Call 753-3314

Consignment Clothes
for
Men, Women & Children
Also:
Costume Rental•Formals
Wedding•Maternity
Nursing

Name-Brand
Clothes Out Daily!
Sales

20-50% OFF!
Open Monday-Saturday
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
605 S 12th St.
(270)762-0207
Owner - Rita Wyatt

www.murrayledger.com
your
internet
source
for all
the news

Murray Singles (S.O.S.) will meet Tuesday, Nov. 4,-at 7 p.m. at Weaks
Community Center. All singles are invited. This will be dues night and a
potluck birthday party. This is a group for all singles wiletheisliyorced, wid-..
owed- or never married. For more information call Vicky .at 7533128 or
Shirley at 753-6224..

Winning at Parenting planned
"Winning at Parenting" will be Wednesday, Nov. 5, at 12:30 p.m. and
Thursday, Nov.6,at 6 p.m. at the Adult Learning Center,404-G North 4th St.,
Murray. This is the second of four weekly sessions, sponsored by Parent
Power, Calloway County Family Resource Center, Murray Family Resource
Center and Family Links. For information call 759-5525.

Kappa Department to meet Tuesday'

Garrison and Mcbride

PINE CREEK RESORT

Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday, Nov.
4, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. A Mini Tax Workshop is scheduled along
with plans being made for the annual Tour of Homes. Hostesses will be Pat
Miller, Gale Cook, Alanna Garrison, Linda Dicka nd Wilda Purdom.

Farley Mcbride and Amy Garrison announce plans for their marriage on
Saturday, Nov. 8, 2003, at Hampton Inn Convention Center, Paris, Tenn.,
The ceremony will begin at 6 p.m. with a reception immediately-following.
_Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 of Free and Accepted Masons will meet
--- "All -relatives and friends are invited-to-attend-.
Tuesday,
Nov. 4, at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall, located on Highway 464 east of
The bride-elect is assistant director at Apple Tree School in Murray
Almo.
•
where she resides. She is the daughter of Robert and Linda Kilpatrick of
Paris, Tenn.
The groom-elect is a full-time employee at Federal Materials Plant in
Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will meet Tuesday, Nov. 4, at 5:30
Murray where he resides. He is the son of Dennis and Yvonne Mcbride of.
p.m. in the high school band room. Laker Band Boosters support both the
Rochelle, Ill.
high school and middle school band programs

Temple Hill Lodge will meet

Calloway Band Boosters will meet

ServiceNews

Craig graduates from ROTC
TACOMA, Wash. — Rey E.
- Craig has graduated from the-Army
ROTC (Reserve Officer Training
National
Advanced
Corps)
Leadership Camp at Fort Lewis,
Tacoma, Wash.
The camp provides the best possible professional training and evaluation for all cadets in the aspects of
camp life, administration and logistical support.
. Although continued military
training and leadership development
is included in the curriculum, the

primary focus at camp is to develop
and evaluate each cadet's -officer
potential.
The 'cadet command assesses
each cadet's performance and
progress in officer traits, qualities
and professionalism while at camp.
Craig is the son of James 0. and
Gilda M. Craig of Highway 140 E.;
Buchanan, Tenn.
He is a 1988 graduate of Henry
County High School, Paris, Tenn.,
and a 1994 graduate of Murray State
University.

READ THE COMMUNITY PAGES

Craft and Hobby Fair Tuesday

A Craft and Hobby Fair will be Tuesday, Nov. 4,from 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
at First Baptist Church. For more information call Joetta Kelly at 753-1854.

AARP dates for Driver Safety Class changed
Dates for the AARP Driver Safety Program, scheduled at First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets, Murray, have been changed to
Wednesday and Thursday, Nov. 5 and 6,from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. each day. The
dates are being changed because of a conflict of a previously scheduled _
bazaar to be at the church on Nov. 8.

North Committee will meet

Reading Committee of North Elementary School Site-Based Decision
Making Council will meet Wednesday, Nov. 5, at 3:15 p.m. in the library.

CCMS Council will meet

Calloway County Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council
will meet Wednesday. Nov. 5, at 3:15 p.m. in the media center. All interested
persons are inyited.

NAACP meeting will be Monday
WE HAVE THE SOLUTION
For All Your Insurance Needs

The Murray Insurance Agency
provides coverage for:
• Farmers
• Life Insurance
• Health (Group & Individual
• Automobiles
• Workers Compensation
• Homeowners
• Medicare Supplements
• Commercial
• Long-Term Care
• Bonds
• Motorcycles
BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY • 753-4751

The Essential-Day Spa
'MASSAGE THERAPY • FACIALS •HAIRCARI
•SUGARING •MANICURES AND PEDICURES
•AROMATHERAPY •BODY WRAPS
b.-Mk

This year, have room for everyone
at your Office Christmas Party,
Family Get-Together or
New Year's Celebration!

An

AVEDA
Concept Salon

Gift Certificates Available
Named One of America's Fastest
Growing Salons
Mon.-Thurs. 9-8, Fri. 9-5, Sat. 8-2
1311 Johnson Blvd.• Murray • 270-767-0760

Murray-Calloway County Branch of National Association for
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) will meet Monday, Nov. 3, at 6
p.m. at Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist Church. Walnut and North Third Streets.
Murray.

Water District Board meeting Monday

Dexter-Almo Heights Water District Board will meet Monday. Nov. 3, at
7 p.m. at the office, located at 351 Almo Rd.

Fire district meeting is Monday

Calloway Coynty Fire Protection District will meet Monday, Nov. 3, at 6
the No. 1 station of Calloway County Fire-Rescue, East Sycamore
Street, Murray.

Lodge meeting Monday
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will meet Monday,
Nov. 3, at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall. Highway 121 North, Murray.

Parent Support group will meet Monday
Parent Support Group, formerly called Parents Anonymous, will meet.
Monday, Nov. 3, from 6 to 8 p.m. Peggy Pittman-Munke, Murray State faculty member, is Parent Support board chair. For information call 753-7004.

MWC Board will meet Monday
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday.
Nov. 3, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. •

Girl Scout Troop wants old costumes

Christmas
Special!

Junior Girl Scout Troop #I423 is opening up a Costume Closet at 507
Beale St., Murray, with old costumes to give to children who cannot afford a
purchase. After this Halloviteen, drop off your used costume at the above
address or call 759-5395 for a convenient pick-up. "After a couple of years,
the closet should have a great selection for Halloween or any—dress-up"
event," said Laura Lee Winchester, leader, and Pam Smith, co-leader.

offers a 4,000 sq. ft. heated pavilion with
room for over 200 guests. We also have
extra room for games and activities.
+4+4+
CALL RACHEL WICKER AT

435-4160
AND MAKE YOUR RESERVATION
BEFORE NOVEMBER 15TH.
Located at 2099 Old Lynn Grove Rd.,
Lynn Grove, KY

A Seniors Crime College Program will be presented at the Murray Calloway- County Senior Citizens
Center,607 Poplar Si, Murray, on Thursday, Nov. 6,
at 10 a.m.
This is a program offered by the Attorney
General's Office in conjunction with other law
enforcement agencies to help senior citizens better
protect themselves from physical and financial crimes.
The program is free to senior citizens and transportation is available to those who live within the
Murray city limits.
For more information, call the center at 753-0929.
The Murray Calloway County Senior Citizens
Center is a United Way agency.

1 - 8x10
2 - 5x7
8 - Wallets

$45.00
Good thru Nov. 15
No Session Fee!
No Fxtra Fees!

Oakwood
Studio

753-7050

V
P.
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HOME & GARDEN DECOR
— HALLOWEEN and SELECT POTTERY On Sale

SO% 0FF
HOURS:HWY.94 E •
MON.-FRI. 10-5 I (former HoffmanMURRAYRellorY
s' Nursery)
Available
SAT. 10-3
767-0007

www.murmyledger.com
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Candidates work on voter turnout

KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times photo

From left, YMCA administrative assistant Diane Thiede accepts a check from AmeriHost
General Manager Michelle Mitchell in front of the sponsors and volunteers for the hotel's
Haunted Halls, which raised $793 for the YMCA.

Calif. evacuees return as danger
eases, many to nothing but ashes
B1G'BEAR LAKE, Calif. (AP)
— It took decades for Diana and
Larry Thornton to earn their retirement dream home, a 2,400-squarefoot getaway nestled in the San
Bernardino Mountains. It took just
hours for that house and all those
years of hard work to go up in
flames.
The Thorntons' home was one of
more than 850 destroyed by a wildfire that burned across more than
91,000 acres in and near the San
Bernardino National Forest. The
couple were among a wave of evacuees allowed back into their neighborhood Sunday.
"Everything we've worked for
37 years is gone." said Diana
Thornton, who lived in Cedarpines
Park, one of many mountain communities ravaged by the flames.
The fire was one of a handful of
huge blazes that have killed 20 people, destroyed more than 3,400
homes and scorched more than
750,000 acres since igniting around
Southern California nearly two
weeks ago. After days of devastation, firefighters, aided by cooler,
calmer weather, began getting the
upper hand on most of them over
the weekend.
By early Monday, the fire' that
devastated the Thorntons' home was
78 percent contained and a nearby
blaze was 95 percent contained. In
San Diego County, a 28_1,000-acre
fire — the iargest individual blaze
in California history — was 90 percent contained.
Other large blazes included a fire
in San Diego County, which was 75
percent contained; and a Ventura
County blaze that was 80 percent
contained. A fire in Simi Valley was
fully contained.
The progress was of little solace
to thg Thorntons and others like
them.
"This was our retirement dream
house," said Larry Thornton, a former Navy seal and Vietnam veteran.
"Al) the stuff I went through in
Vietnam, and I came back OK from
that... this is just about as devastating." ,
•
One of their neighbors, Kim
Thurman, returned to find nothing
left of the turn-of-the-century cabin
she had lived in for 22 years but
ashes and charred wood,

By CHARLES WOLFE
running
elections more than anything else."
with
Associated Press Writer
Two recent independent polls mete
Charlie
GEORGETOWN, Ky. (AP) — indicated Fletcher with a nine-point Owen. Chandler
Republican Ernie --Fletcher and lead among likely voters. it's hard - planned to switch
Democrat Ben Chandler took the to tell," Fletcher told an interviewer. to a sport-utility
personal approach to campaigning -We're running lik.we're 10 points vehicle
in
cilnday, workiner-ta-enSUfe -their— _behincv_
--Henderson and
supporters actually go to vote in the
Fletcher tells audiences that he drive
to
overnor's election Tuesday. _
and ninning_mate_Steve Pence arc_ Mad's
. and that their sup- Hopkinsville,
Fletcher cony "a few points uPT
"
centrated on tra- porters need to "press, press, press" Bowling Green
Chandler _
tiona 11 y throtigh Tuesday.
Both candidates planned a "fly- Elizabethtown before ending the
Democratic
pockets of the around" today,. a nearly statewide tour at Churchill Downs in
region he has tour in which the office seekers usu- Louisville.
represented in ally confine themselves to airport
Western Kentucky, with its
Congress for the terminals and conference rooms, Democratic but conservative voters,
last five years.
aiming mainly to get regional televi- is considered a pivotal region for
He walked a sion exposure.
both candidates.
Fletcher's campaign planned a
neighborhood in
"It's all voter turnout," Chandler
Fletcher
Richmond before rally for each stop — airports serv- campaign manager Mark Nickolas
greeting about 75 ing Ashland, Hazard, Bowling said of the 30-hour tour. "One last
well-wishers at the local Republican Green, Madisonville, Owensboro, swing through the .state to remind
headquarters in Georgetown. Later Louisville and northern Kentucky everybody what sort of governor
stops were in Chandler's hometown, -- before winding up with a finale Kentucky needs."
Versailles, and in Danville.
rally at the campaign headquarters
Also Sunday, the Fletcher camChandler began the day in in Lexington.
paign drew attention to a $500 conLouisville at Greater Salem Church;
Chandler planned to go Fletcher tribution to Chandler's campaign
predominantly -black`-congrega- one better arid carnpaign for more Troni •Daniel Cassella, operator of - •
tion. His presence was noted from than 24 hours straight, starting the Stratosphere Casino in Lai
the pulpit but he did not speak.
before, daylight today with a Vegas.
Chandler went in the late after- Cincinnati TV interview and ending
.The. Fletcher campaign says
noon to regional Democratic events at Churchill Downs in Louisville Chandler favors the idea of casinos
in London, where President Bush Tuesday morning.
in Kentucky.-Ckandler, who has
campaigned the day before for
Rather than sticking to airports, called for "expanded gaming," says
Fletcher, and in Somerset.
Chandler planned to visit fire sta- he would prefer to have it limited to
How important is the grunt work tions, a diner, the University of slot machines at race tracks.
of getting a turnout?
Kentucky student center and a
Nickolas said the campaign has
"I won an election by four Baptist church in Paducah, among 'not "sought out" casino money.
votes," Fletcher said, recalling his others.
"We've taken in over $3'million,"
first congressional primary. "I think
His campaign said only part of he said. "Ernie Fletcher is con:
that changed my perspective on the closing sprint would be by air cerned about a $500 contribution?"

Courting young voters often yields meager results

A P Photo

Carol Brown, right, is hugged by a friend as she looks at the
charred remains of her home in Cuyamaca, Calif., Saturday.
Brown's home was one of 2,200 homes destroyed in the 275,000
acre Cedar fire east of San Diego.
"I have cried and cried. I go
"You get so depressed down the
through periods of incredible opti- hill, watching it on TV," she said.
mism and so much sadness that it "You're worried your house will be
goes right down and it hurts my toe- burned down, but at the same time
nails," said Thurman, 55.
you realize people are losing their
"These are just things. I have all lives. A house can be rebuilt."
these memories in my heart," she
Residents were allowed back
added as she dug through the rubble into all communities except Twin
'with her leather-gloved hands. She Peaks, Blue Jay, Rim Forest, Sky
managed to save some gardening Forest, Lake Arrowhead, Cedar
tools hanging from a fence and dis- Glen, Running Springs, Arrowbear
covered four ceramic squirrels her and Green_ Valley.
mother gave her. '
Those towns remained off-limits
"Your identity, your security, because of concerns about mudyour safety, it's all your-home, and slides, falling rocks and trees, and
when it's gone... Thurman said, damage to Highway 18, the area's
trailing off.
major thoroughfare. A firefighter
She paused, swallowed hard and was injured Sunday when a tree fell
shook her head: "All of a sudden, on him along Highway 18 near
nothing feels real."
Crestline, said Richard Wisehart, a
Irene Franklin, of Crestline, was U.S. Forest Service fire information
one of the lucky ones; her home was officer. He was reported in stable
unscathed.
condition at a local hospital.

By WILL LESTER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)-- Boxers
or briefs?
Politicians
—
remember
President Clinton in 1994? — have
put up with some personal questions
in their quest to earn the affection
and support of millions of young
voters.
On Election Day, though, this
courting has been largely unrequited.
Among people age 18 to 24, apathy toward the political process has
grown, evident in the diminishing
number of young voters who have
turned up at the polls over the past
three decades.
In the 2000 election, one of the
closest in U.S. history, just 29 percent of eligible voters ages 18-24 —
about 8.4 million — cast a ballot for
president. They split their support
for Republican George Bush and
Democrat Al Gore.
Overall, 55 percent Of all eligible
voters participated.
By contrast, slightly more than
45 percent of 21-to-24-year-olds
voted in November 1968. At that

time, a military draft was sending
young men to war in Southeast Asia
and the favorite candidate on college
campuses, Democrat Eugene
McCarthy, had already become
political history. Four years later, the
voting age was lowered to 18 — and
the decline in the youth turnout soon
began.
"They got the franchise to vote at
the end of a period of activist, idealistic engagement and at the beginning of a period of disillusionment,"
said Curtis Gans, director of the
Committee for the Study of the
American Electorate.
Among the reasons cited for the
trend are cynicism about politics following the Vietnam War and the
Watergate scandal, a reduction in
civics classes in schools and the
declining influence of institutions
such as political parties.
The end of the military draft and
the Cold War,coupled with the economic boom of the 1990s, created a
comfortable environment for many

young people. Few saw a reason to
bother on Election Day.
William GaLston. a University of
Maryland specialist on civic engagement, said many young adults have
told researchers they do not see what
they accomplish by voting. Others
say they do not know where to vote
or what they need to do to register.
Some have chosen more direct roles,
such as community Service.
"Young people don't have an
explicitly negative view of government, but they tend to feel it is
remote," Galston said.
There was a brief surge in-vtning — —
by young people in 1992, when
Clinton, Ross Perot and the first
President Bush fought for the White
House. That year, close to 38 percent of young voters went to the
polls. Four years later, however,
when Clinton — who answered
"usually briefs" at an MTV town
hall meeting — won re-election, the
percentage of young voters had
dropped to around 28 percent.
.460V//450AIWIRIMIMINIMMION/917/
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More Games ,
More Specials

TRAFFIC LICHT

Nightly Coverall - Win .Ist! $1,000

Home.
Auto.
Farm.
IRA's.
Nursing Home.

-.14111111

Play K of C Bingo every Tuesday evening be,.101 .
30
PULLTANS
Plays 21
Packets start Knights of Columbus, 332 Squire
A Non-profit Charitable Organization
Games
at 1120.00
Fealuring 9 nightly specsals with pnzes ranging trom $25 up to $250 fillght ends with 4 Sputa:bail
games with Winner Take All On the final game. Kentucky Chwitable Gaming License dfORG0030514

TWS ARE BACK!
NOW CARRYING THE SUPRA LINE OF TELEVISIONS
AT COMPETITIVE PRICES!

HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-4703

"Your Authorized GE Showcase Dealer'

www.kfbmurray.com

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
J0P3OWB

STUART
ALEXANDER

"We Service Al! Brands"
212 East Main St. • 753-1586

TUESDAY, NOV.4
10 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Located In The Basement
Of The Fellowship Hall

$14

1C,

Automahc • AC • CD • ABS Brakes
Keyless Entry • Cruise Control
Immobilizer Tbeh Deterrent System
Side Curtain Airbag
,

w w'
mathewsvw.
I.

203 So. 4th St., Murray, gOt
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has been used in the Outback of Australia for hundreds of years to ease arthritic joint
pain and promote healing. Glucosamine is best knOwn.for its ability to repair damaged cartilage and lubricate joints.* Within minutes of applying Australian Dream®
Arthritis Cream to your painful joints, a cooling sensation gently eases the pain away.

Here is what a few arthritis patients are saying about Australian Dream® Arthritis
Cream:

995

"Roth my husband and I have painful arthritis. Well, I've tried the Australian
Dream® Arthritis-Creamson my sorefingers and my lower spine that him arthritis.
must say this is the most relief I've had in years. lam very impressed with it."
Ethel Farr, Fripp Island, SC
"Thank you for your Australian Dream® Arthritis Cream. I have a terrible nerve
pain and it soothes it down in about 5 minutes."
R.N. Fields, Lawrenceville. II,

.6,1a

lour product has improved my shoulder arthritis in addition to the neck pain I
have experienced."
•
J. Knight. Nkeville, Fl.

Ir

e- COM

100% Mone?,),±3ack Guarantee

„

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH N

Australian Dream® Arthritis Cream is a special formula ot two all-natural ingredients combined to stop arthritis pain in its tracks: Emu oil and glucosamine. Emu oil

Australian Dream® Arthritis Cream contains no capsaicin. So there is no burning
sensation or reddening of the skin. And it has NO ODOR! There are no colored dyes
to stain your skin or clothing.

2003 VW Jetta...

Craft & Hoy Fair

Australian Dream® Arthritis Cream
Stops Arthritis Pain In 15 Minutes
Or Your Money Back!

mat Arthritis Cream just teturn the Re for a full! refund
It sou are noi compleicts itelophied soh Australian
undenendent nhaernas',mai health food stores Alsn avattalsk
Australian Dream") Artiwitis(Worn avallehle
PPP NE 4h4: MortdAy frudas, 9 II rn -5c m EST Free
.•11
line a N.% %MC 121 COT 1'' fund A ,lore Itear
•
mishit al Ihe stores lusted hens
pre,

Drivers wanted:

9

1111 Fort Campbell Boulevard • Clarksville, TN • 931-552-111'1
All Free 1-888-433-8088 • M-F Bom-8pm, SAT 9am-6pm
11.9qk N25 OFFER ENDS II/30/01 Of ALE. RETAINS Alt RESATES Au PIKES INCLUDE•CUSTOMER
SfaVICE FEE Of $319 AND A DOC MTV ice 50 %MCI TO CREDIT APPROVAL DUI TO ADVERTISING
DEADUNES SOME UNITS MAY RE SOLD PHOTO MAY NOT *MKT ACtliat AevElthSIEID ‘.1111CIE

Available At:
4

The Peach Blossom

Walter's Family Pharmacy

Chestnut St.• Murray
University Plaza
270-759-5749

604 S. 12th St.• Murray
70-753-7688
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Many factors affect soybean price
try drastically_aftestedlis soybean
bushels_ per acre and a price of
---„-Las.t...matekiattended an iarservforecast with yields loweredio_36.4
$2.50 per bushel. In 1950,
- ice presented by specialists in the
bushels per acre. Currently total
harvested
were
acres
13,807,000
__LK Ag Fvonomics Department. _
size is rirojected at 2.643crop
21.7
of
yield
average
with
an
One of the .
lion bushels, the smallest crop since
bushels per acre andA price of
subjects dis- •
the 1996-1997 marketing year, and
$2.47 per bushel. In 1975,
Cussed was the
predicted yield lowered to 34
harvested
were
acres
53,617,000
multitude of
bustle's per acre.
with an average yield of 28.9
factors that
Market watcher's are waiting on
$4,42
of
price
and
acre
bushels per
affect comresults to help them judge
combine
72,160,000
2002,
In
bushel.
per
modity prices
what actual crop size will be. Early
acres were harvested with an averincluding supresults, however, from several
age yield of 37.8 bushels per acre
ply/demand.
Western states and Northern Illinois
This
bushel.
per
$5.40
of
price
and
carryover
are indicating severe yield loss.
year farmers planted over
Agriculture
stocks. weath
Soybean producers in Kentucky,72,500,000 acres with harvest
er, production
Update
Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan have
farmers
to
prices
Bid
underway.
in other counBy Lloyd
much better with timely
fared
currently are over $7.50 per bushel
tries, and
Weatherl
and rainfall and expect
planting
2003-2004
the
predicts
USDA
and
exports and
Calloway County
f thseceviopuslyothe
hyaieyledsa.t Obviously
nt
ili
t
le
el_s
excellent
between
be
to
price
bushel
average
Those
imports.
Agriculture
producers
some
for
good
is
nario
$6.05-$6.95.
following the , Extension Agent
art
In July mastsoybean market.
soybean market.
for
disastrous
and
market
to
crop
.
USDA,
the
including
watchers,
see
to
are able
In
areas.
drought-affected
those.in
'fanners
believed that U.S. soybean
how many of these factors affect
carryover
soybean
U.S.
addition,
soyrecord
near
a
producing
were
a
for
the price that farmers receive
stocks as a percent of annual use
bean crop of over 3 billion bushels
particurii commodity.
are expected to be the tightest since
bushels
say- _ with yields approaching 40
mid-1960s and possibly the
the
and
heat
mid-August
By
acre.
per
U.S.
beans were harvested in the
drought stress in much of the coun- tightest on record.
with an average yield of 11.7

Soybean crop size plus last
year's very small-carryover stocks
are already expected to be insuffitiertrtatteermarkrt-nceds fur the
2003-2004 marketing year. Exports
of whole soybetais-are-eitpeeted to drop by 100 million bushels compared to last year as domestic use
for both meal and oil will remain
strong, even at higher prices, and
foreign peeds will be more nearly
filled by expected record supplies
from South America. Because of
higher prices it is possible thai
Brazil'Could increase output by more than 10 percent. They
increased soybean production by 20
percent from the 2001-2002 crop to
last season's harvest. They wOuld
have to clear land quickly and will
likely produce -a new record output'
unless weather intervenes. USDA.
also forecasts the 2004 Argentine
soybean crop at 1.36 billion
bushels, a new record. Of course
South American soybeans are yet to
be planted and producers there face
uncertainties just like all other

farmers.
MarafiVrtole—sdybean importers
are expected to remain the
European Union; China and Japan.
Major soybean oil importers are
likely-China and India: The
European Union is expected to be
the dominant world soybean meal
importer.
Other possible scenarios may
affect future soybean prices. With
U.S. use having to be cut due to
lack of supply much depends on
the expected production from South
America and on import decisions
by China. If South America fails to
produce a new record crop, larger
than any crop ever produced in the
U.S., prices could go higher.
However, if China doesn't import
many soybeans from the U.S. and
as forecast, and the U.S. crop is not
hurt as much as many currently
believe, global supplies will be
more than adequate and prices
won't rally much, if any, beyond.
recerit highs and the market would

be subject to a serious sell-off.

Beef Production Class
The-Calloway County .
Agriculture Department is holding
a series of beef production classes
that will meet on Tuesdays beginning Nov. 11 through Dec. 16.
Classes will begin at 7 p.m. at
the Calloway County High School
Agriculture Department. Marketing
and outlook, herd health and herd
management are among several
topics that will be discussed.
Classes are open to anyone interested in beef production. For more
information and to register, call
Johnny Stockdale at 293- 1003.

Educational programs ofthe
Kentucky Cooperative Extension
Service-serve-all peopk regardtess
of race, color, age, sex, religion,
disability or national_origin.
University of Kentucky, Kentucky
State University, U.S. Department
olAgriculture, and Kentucky counties, cooperating.

New mobile simulator demonstrates tractor safety
TURING
How ABOUT AN

ANNUITY?
Woodmen s Flexible Premium and Single
Premium Deterred Annuities are competitive alternatives to other savings plans.
The initial guaranteed rate• is

A tractor rollover simulator dramatically
showed the hazards of a tractor rollover to
thousands of young people at the National
FFA Convention Oct. 29 - Nov. 1. The
Kentucky Department of Agriculture exhibit
was unveiled at the convention and located in
the South Wing of the Kentucky fair and

Exposition Center.
"Safety on the farm begins with preparation and precaution" said Kentucky
Agriculture Commissioner Billy Ray Smith.
"Year after year, tractor accidents are the leading cause of farm deaths in Kentucky. With
this mobile rollover simulator, we can take our

a -button and the tractor turns over. If the rollbar and safety belts are utilized, the farmer is
-This project is the only one of its kind in safe. If not, he is thrown from the tractor and
the nation," KDA Farm and Home Safety, is crushed."
For more information on KDA's Farm and
Coordinator Dale Dobson said. "We have a
40-horsepower Challenger 275 tractor bolted Home Safety Program, contact (502) 564to a trailer 20 feet king and 5 feet wide. Push 4696.
orsa„fety demonstration on the road
ractetww
tia
c

Pets of the Week
UP FOR ADOPTION.. MurrayCalloway

County

Animal

3.75%

Shelter, located on Shelter

'This rate is guaranteed tor The kw month and than
can vary monthly or can be locked in forme year.
Guaranteed no lower than 3%.

basset/beagle mix, this beagle

Shelia Crouse
300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197

Lane, has listed, from left, this
mix, and these large puppies
,for adoption. Hours of the

se,

shelter are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,

Monday, through Friday, and
10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Saturday. For
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HOME OFFICE OMAHA,N

information call 759-4141.

It's all'about the gambling industry's bottom line

The South Carolina governor's story
He chose to do what was rightfor his state'sfamilies, but gambling money thwarted his re-election.
MIS MAN ACTUALLY LOST his re-election
bid for governor, but ultimately rid his state of
cas,ino gambling.
Former South Carolina Governor David Beasley
knows the cost of sticking to his principles. In his
1998 re-election bid for governor, political analysts- projected an easy victoryfor the wildly popular Beasley whose approval ratings wee in the
90s. But Beasley didn't anticipate the financial
resources mustered by the gambling lobby that
eventually helped to defeat him. While Beasley lost
the race, he won the battle and saw gambling banishedfrom the state.
Here is his story.

began [rethinking issues in a different light] after I
came to the Christian faith..
Even though I grew up in church I never gave
Christianity much consideration. I was a cultural
Christian. I tried to refute the Bible and
Christianity for a year...but failed. Once I became
.committed to the faith, I asked,"Lord what do you
want me to do? How does my faith relate to government,family?" Then.I became concerned about
other issues.
Kentucky Citizen: Is your opposition to gambling
based on your Christian views?

Gov. David Beasley: No opposition should not be
based solely on a religious view. It needs to be
"My re-election bid was assured and there was looked at from economic, social and political peralintosi no way I could lose. But the gambling spectives. It will hurt businesses, corrupt governindustry wasfearful of what might happen to their ment and it will victimiie the poor. With gambling
industry.. and poured perhaps 15-20 million dol- you see families suffer, moms leaving kids out in
lars of illegal contributions into my opponent's cars in the heat (while they gamble); children's
parents going into casinos and losing family
(ampaign. The-state sZias in shock after I lost."
wealth. You see felonies, arson and car theft
Former Governor David Beasley
increase related to gambling. It's amazing the
Served South Carolina from 1995 to 1999
number of people who would come out of the
Kentucky Citizen: Would you tell us how you got woodwork after I gave a speech against gambling.
They'd approach me afterward and share their stostarted in politics?
ries.
Gov. David Beasley: I was a junior in college
when I first ran for the state house in 1978. I told Kentucky Citizen: In your re-election bid for a
my mom one-day that I thought about running for second term as South Carolina's governor, your
the House, even though I never voted or wasn't advisors told youto avoid the gambling issue until
even registered to vote. Her response was. "Don't after the election. Why didn't you listen to them?
get involved in that dirty. corrupt line of work."
Gov. David Beasley: I believe that you should not
Mought.abOitt her words and said to myself that if only always do what's right, but to do it when it's
everybody had that attitude. all we'd have are no- right to do it, and when you do it, do it in the right
good people in office.
way. My re-election bid as assured and there was
almost
no way I could lose. But the gambling
state
Kentucky Citizen: You then served in the
was fearful of what might happen to their
industry
house from 1979-1992 and quickly rose through
poured perhaps 15-20 million dolindustry...and
the House leadership. becoming the youngest
Majority Whip and youngest House Speaker Pro lars of illegal contributions into my owinent's
Team in the\ United States. Then you served as campaign. The state was in shock after Host. This
governor frqm 1995-1994. Throughout your may have [had something to do] with South
tenure in public service, were you always opposed Carolina Supreme Court's ban-on 'slots] across the
whole state.
to gambling?
—Citizen: At Wartime. vided fate was a
Gov. David Beasley: I oppos—e—d—i-ifo-r- quite Sn—tne----- Kinitiely
industry in South Carolina.
billion-a-year
$2.3
time„ and was very vocal against it in the House. 1

Editors -note: Nine months after Gov. David
Official estimates indicated that the gambling
left office, video.lottery terminals (VLTs)
Beasley
a
of
(out
million
3
.
$
least
at
lobby legally donated
total of $6 million) to your opponent's campaign. were banned by the South Carolina Supreme
Were you surprised at the-power of the gambling Court. Some observers say a backlash against the
gambling industry and their undue influence on
lobby?
the election precipitated the courts' ruling. Other
Gov. David Beasley: My poll numbers were in the
suggest that the gambling industry's reckless
90s. My opponent was a political unknown. But
behavior sowed the seedsfor its own demise; skythe gambling industry poured in millions against
rocketing bankruptcy, child abuse and neglect,
me, more than what was recorded. This is a cash
and crime weir left in its wake. After 16 years ofa
business. They would skim money off the top and
proliferation of gambling devices, South Carolina
give it to local political leaders.
is now VLTfree, not just because of its Supreme
Kentucky Citizen: Gambling expansion is a major Court, but because the court of public opinion
issue 'in Kentucky's gubernatorial race this__year finally realized that the most important bottom line
and legislative races next year. What is your is not measured in dollars and cents, but in real
advice to the candidates?
lives.
horrid
a
pay
will
Kentucky
David
Beasley:
Gov.
price if [video lottery terminals (VLTs) are
"1 would tell the candidates to look in
brought into the Mate. This is the crack cocaine of
their heartsfor what's truly goodfor
gambling. It will destroy the moral fiber and
the people of Kentucky...Don't be a
integrity of Kentucky government. Once they
be a statesmen. Do what is
politician,
become entrenc)ted they'll start doing business
rightforfamilies and children."
with legislators.
Once you legalize an industry that victimizes the
Former
poor what is your rationale for legalizing other
South
vices: prostitution. drugs, etc.? Why not regulate
Carolina
Dakota
South
Deadwood,
at
look
Just
and tax it?
Governor
and Gulfport, Mississippi. David
I would tell the candidates to look in their hearts
for what's truly good for the people of Kentucky,
Beasley
short-term and long-term. It's bad policy for
Kentucky. Don't be a politician, be a statement.
Do what is right for families and children: -

As formet Gov. Jones has proposed, horse racing tracks should be allowed
to expand gambling through the use of video lottery terminals.

Ben Chandler

Ernie Fletcher

Democrat -

Republican

•

"AGREE. I have'proposed using funds • "DISAGREE. I do not see a scenario at
this time where 1 would personally
front this source to be dedicated to
support the expansion of gambling."
improving our schools."
Reprinted hi permission from The Kentucky Citizen, Fall 2003.

Reprinted by permission from The Kentucky Citizen, Fall 2003..Paid for bv Gary Taylor. 46.40 Julies \1iii
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MSU Debate Team claims
honors at first competition
Recently, the Murray State University speech .and
debate team claimed II trophies from its first competition of the year.
Senior political science major Justin Ramey won
first place in persuasive speaking, third place in extemporaneous speaking and fourth in debate speaking.
Ramey teamed up with team president Michael
Homer to win the honor of being the top debate team in
- record-, -Waling
prellnThompetition ivith— a --54
Indiana University and others. They •Won second place
feS akes.
3

Homer, a senior managenient major Irvin St. Louis,
won a solo top debate speaker award and fifth place in
extemporaneous speaking.
Jennifer Stafford, a'junior from Benton,won sixth in
program oral interpretation, fifth place in poetry speaking and fifth in duo speaking with Jackson,Tenn., sophomore Amber Duventre. Duventre also won a top
novice poetry speaking. award. The team entered II
evet
-if-s- a-rid-brought home 1T
The next competition is in St. Lbuis at Washington
University. -

Episcopalians consecrate first
openly gay bishop for church
DURHAM, N.H. (AP) -- The
Episcopal Church became the first
major Christian denomination to
make an 'Openly gay man a bishop,
consecrating V. Gene Robinson on
Sunday as bishop of New Hampshire.
The act almost certainly means disgruntled cdnservatites- will break
from the church.
Robinson, 56, became a bishop
when at least 40 other bishops attending his consecration surrounded him .
for the laying on of hands. —
The historic moment came more
than an hour into the ritual and after
two Episcopal clerics and a parishioner took advantage of the traditional.opportunity to objgct.
But the crowd of 4,000 worship.pers attending the ceremony at a
University of New Hampshire sports
arena was overwhelmingly proRobinson. Presented to the audience
at what's normally center ice,
Robinson was greeted by a rousing,
three-minute standing ovation. He
smiled, nodded and brushed away a
tear.
In informal remarks, Robinson's
voice broke twice as he thanked New
Hampshire for electing him a bishop
and reaching out to the "people who
find themselves at the margins." as
Jesus did.
Conservatives have made moves
to split from the church over
Robinson-and leaders of the global
Anglican Communion have said his
consecration puts their worldwide
association, with 77 milli-61-1 members, in jeopardy.
Assistant Bishop David Bena of
Albany,-N.Y., spoke for 36 opposing
bishops in the Episcopal Church and
the Anglican- Church of Canada. He
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Bishop Gene Robinson smiles as he is introduced as Bishop
Sunday, in Durham, N.H. Robinson is the Episcopalian's first
openly gay Bishop.
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Frontline/World Ni( A. Spartans ,in Stereo,, News
Ky Life
Business Business Living Literature
WDKA-W8 22-16'10
?di Heaven On stereo) Evwwood In Stereo,[ Judy
Road Rule
Judy
Roseanne Roseanne Extra A. GRC
Ripley

FAM

7efie9- 5Weee7

Served

Nighdine Jimmy Kimmel Live _
SeirdMd

Nightline iSeinfeld

WGN

A&E

Can you say

---T
—
9:0b I 9:30 1 19:00 10:30 7 11:00] 11:30T
12:00i 12:30

9:30

Monday Night Live
NFL Football New England Patriots at Denver Bioncos In Stereo Live News
WSIL-ABC 3 3 3 • Jesus, Mary
NFL Football New Erigiand Patriots at Denver Bronccis ,Irt Stereo Lve News I
ViSMY-NBC 4 4
Fief Factor lin Sterenilas Vegas Jr. Sterecu Average Joe(N)4
News
Tonight Show I
'
ITVF-CBS 5 5
Yes, Dear StriRaymond Two Men CSI- Miami (In Stereo News
I
Late Show In Stereo)
WPSD-NBC 6 6 6 6 Fear Factor In Stereo) Las Vegas On Stereo: Average Joe tN,I
NewsI Tonight Show I
W1313J-ABC 7 7
7 Jesus, Mary
NFL Football New Eng and Patriots at Denver Broncos (In Stereo)I News

AMC

ceed," a traditional part of Episcopal
consecration services.
The Rev. Earle Fox from thePittsburgh Diocese also objected. But
when he began eitim specifics of
same-sex behavior, Griswold politely
cut,him off; saying "please spare us
the details and come to the substance."
In all, the objections took about 10
minutes.

NOV._32003

C-Medosicom D-Gaiaay

WKRN-ABc. a 2

USA

said his group and most bishops in
international
Anglican
the
Communion Will not recognize
Robinson as a fellow bishop.
Reading from a statement, Bena
said Robinson's "'chosen lifestyle' is
incompatible with Scripture and the
teaching of this church."
Bena spoke after Presiding Bishop
Frank Griswold asked if there was
"any reason why we should not pro-
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Recess Lilo

Recess Kim

Proud

The Firs1 Wmes Ciub'(1996)
(2001) "Ruby's Bucket"
Even
Sister 1jUnto -

'Focus"

Sister

Movie: Moonrunners"(1975) NOMA: at', Heaven and Earrh (1990) Movie: “Oknothei Mall Anolher Charce(1977)
Firs/ $20 Million ts Always Hardest"
On Fire-Tigers
Movie: "Nwessev Roughness"(1991) Movie: "The qpnixtunists"R
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lassifieds

Fax: 753-1927

Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act Notice
All real estate adsertesed herein is subrect to the Federal 1-a.r
Housing Act, which makes it illegal to ads ertine ariVICreterence,lit
dation Of docrumnation based up race, color, religusn, wen handl,
tamihal status or national origin, or intention to make ,1111 +Lk It pre,
cremes, limitations or discrimination

ADJUSTMENTS
Adventsets a:33 regoesteOto :...notA ers tirS1
insertion or Mel/ ails tot aril error Murray
Ledger & T.mes *AI be responsttie tot only one
incorrect insertion Any error Shook'be reported
,rnmedialety Sc corrections cart be made.

State lass forbid (Stiff
-notation in-theI,iernt31 or adiertising
real estate based on factors in addition to those protected under tel
eral Las
.
We will kilos ingis acsept ant, advertising for real estate s has is in
siolabon of the law MI persons are herehs informed that all
dwellings adventord-arewethvbfesin es equal wry:reunify bon- -

DEADLINES
Monday

Fn. 11 am.

Tuesday

Mon. 11 a.m.

Wednesday
Thursday

Mon. 5 p.m.
Wad. 11 am.

Friday
Saturday

For further assistance with Fair Houstng Adt erhstne
requirements, contact \AA Counsel kene l' 5111.m
tsttS- IWO

Wed 5 p.m.
Thur 12 p m

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130
. .140
• 150
155
160
165
180

Legal-Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity

190
145
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330
340
-360
370
380
390
410
425

Electronics
Computers
Appliance Paris
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home- Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Properly
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

430
435
440
445
450
455
460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560
570

www.murrayledger.com
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Real Estate

Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lota For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATVs
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

57 SO Column Inch, 60"o Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
titt 3 .4J, 1,11.,t Ran WA",6 Day Period

$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

PLACE YOUR LINE AD AND if WILL APPEAR QM
THE WEBS1TE AT NO EXTRA CHARGE.
LINE AIM
$8.00 First Day - 20 words or less
. Over 20 words 5.50 each
_
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.11 per word per day.
$275 extra for Shopper(Mon Classifieds go into Shopping Guide)$2 50 extra for blind box ads
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill
Stephens or Jennifer Jackson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30
a.m.-5 p.m.

010

010
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Notice

INVITATION FOR BIDS
CFP 2003
The Housing Authority of Murray will receive sealed bids for
Comprehensive Funds Program FY 2003, until 2:00 p.m., Prevailing
Time. on November 24, 2003, at the administrative office of the
housing Authority of Murray at 716 Nash Drive, Murray, Kentucky at
w'hich time and place all-bids will be publicly opened and read aloud.
This project consists of installation of an irrigation system on front
lawns of all 206 rental units. Price will include complete system not
including tap fees. All plumbing shall meet state and local codes and
specifications.
A certified check or bank draft, payable to the Housing Authority of
Murray, US Government Bonds or a satisfactory bid bond executed by
the bidder and acceptable sureties in an amount equal to five percent
l5.'fl of the bid shall be submitted with each bid.
The successful bidder will be required to furnish and pay for satisfactory performance and payment bond(s). All bidders shall include with
his bid a statement from an acceptable surety that, if his bid is accepted, the surety will furnish to the bidder the required Performance and
Payment bonds(s) by the contract documents.
Proposed forms of contract documents, including Plans and
Specifications and appropriate bid documents are on file and can be
obtained at the Authority administrative office. Copies of the documents will also be on file' at the following locations.for examination by
interested parties:

WEST
TENNESSEE
MOTOR COACH
hi, Bobby mid
OFFERING LATE MODEL CHARTER BUSES
ANY
ANYTIME 53 PASSENGERS.
COLD AC, VCRJ6 T.V.'S
FLUSHING TOILET,FULLY INSURF.D
SAFE AND COURTEOUS DRIVERS
Office: 731 -536-1 31 3
Fax: 731 -536-1 31 5
Cell: 731.-504-7284
050

060
Lost and Found

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, well
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

FW Dodge
5865 Ridgeway Parkway, #101
Memphis, TN 38120

FW Dodge/McGraw Hill
1033 E. Mount Pleasant Rd.
Evansville, IN 47711

Dodge/Scan
5700 Broadmoor St.
Mission, KS 66202

WKCA-AGC Plan Room
2201 McCracken Blv.
Paducah, KY 42001

FW Dodge/McGraw Hill
1313 N. Nias Avenue
Springfield, MO 65802

FW Dodge
2321 Fortune Drive
Louisville, Kentucky 40202

FW Dodge
2321 Fortune Drive
Lexingtort,..KY 40509

Builder's Exchange of Louisville
2300 Meadow Drive
Louisville, KY 40218

WKCA:AGC Plan Room
1623 St. Rt. 121 North
Murray, KY 42071

Attention is called to the provision for equal employment opportunity
and payment of not less than minimum salaries and wages set forth
in the specifications must be paid on this project.
A Pre-Bid conference has been scheduled for November 10, 2003 at
10:00 a m. (Prevailing Time) at the Administrative Office of the
Authority at 716 Nash Drive. Murray, KY. If you intend to bid on
this project it is imperative that you attend this pre-hid conference, a walk through of the properties will be conducted
laying out the design of the system.
The Housing Authority of Murray reserves the right to reject any or
;ill bids or to waive any formalities in the bidding.

No hid shall be withdrawn for a .period of forty-five (45) days subsequent to the opening of bids without the written consent of the
}lousing Authority of Murray.
}lousing Authority of Murray
Linda Bassett
Executive Director

COUNTY TAXPAYER'S NOTICE
The 2003 County tax bills are now due and payable. If
you do no.
receive your bill in the next few days, please contact
the County
Sheriff's Office at (27W 753-3151. When mailing in
your payment,
please include your copy of the tax bill or put the
bill number on
your check. If you wish a paid receipt returned to you,
please enclose
a self-addressed, stamped envelope. The following are the
collection
_dates:
20 Discount by November 30th, 2003
Face Amount by December 31st, 2003
5'7, Penalty by January 31st. 2004

—

10% Penalty After January 31st, 2004
Important Note:
Payments made during the 107r penalty period but prior
to the
sheriff's delinquent tax claim sale are subject to an
additional 10%
sheriff's fee. In addition to the 10% penalty, payments
made after
the sheriff's delinquent tax claim sale are subject to a
20(.4 county
attorney's fee and a 10q clerk's fee.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

icREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come • First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Help Wanted
*MANAGER in Training,
-Assistant Manager. Hibbelt Sports is a full line
sporting goods store carrying athletic apparel, footwear, and equipment. Hiring rn Murray. Days preferred. Apply at: 642 N 12th
St, Murray, KY. We are a
drug free company, we do
drug screenings, background checks and credit
checks
www.hibbett com
NOW accepting applicatiOns at Nick's Family
Sports Plib. 61-6- Nord
12th St.

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY
Complete Formal

•t_d,

WPar Headquarters.

iLabpt
eL
•,„„d-

Limousines_&
16,V
.ans
304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071 ""----•—•
127017594000

_

1-888-FOR MRJS
1-888-36743757

MI Occasion Transportation *Airport Service* Certified Drivers

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $840 on Part A; $100 on
Part B. Call me for more information.
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • S-A.m.-8 p.m.

Commercial Waste
Disposal
Pi
1-800-585-6033

All Types of Refuse Service

Call Jill Stephens or Jennifer
Jackson at 7534916
and place your ad today!
060

140
Help Wanted

Want to Buy

— PREPLANNING —
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price; single pay
or payment plan.
Set up Pre-Thana Trust

270-753-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners

320
Apartments For Rent

320
Apartments For Rent

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.

1 Bedroom apartments, al NEW 1BR apartments, ap
appliances at the Oaks pliances
furnished.
Apartments. Coleman RE. $365/mo
5150/deposit.
759-4118.
Call 1-334-628-6776 or
BIG Apple Cafe' 'kitchen NOW seeking shift manag1 BR furnished apartment 205-361-4763
(only) help 'needed. Apply er, nights only. Apply in
ELECTRIC base board, No pets. Walk to MSU. SPACIOUS 2 & 3 BR 2
in person. 1005 Arcadia person 1203 Chestnut St
Back Yard Burgers heaters,
air conditioners, 5350/mo/deposit 270-994- bath. All appliances & yard
Circle
after 1:00pm
are now looking for refrigerators, used . carpet- 1959
work. 753-7813 or 753CHARLIE'S Antique Mall
ing 753-4109
1 OR 2br apts near down- 7903
experienced
in Hazel is seeking a part NOW taking applications
WANT to buy: Junk Car town Murray starting at VERY roomy, extra nice,
time sales clerk. Position for cooks and fountains
managers
and Trucks. Call (270) S200/mo 753-4109
.
2BR, 2 bath w/garage. apis for weekdays and week- for days and nights.
474-2540 or 836-1876 Six
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
pliances furnished. 1 year
Excellent benefits.
ends. Knowledge of anti- Must be able to work
days a week
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
lease/ 1 month deposit. No
ques is not necessary weekends. Apply in perFax resumes to
902 Northwood Dr
pet 753-2905
150
Most have some computer son at Sonic Drive-In 217
Monday,
Articles
and typing skills. Stop by S. 12th St. Murray No
270-554-8685
Wednesday, Friday.
For Sale
303 Main St. in Hazel for phone calls
or mail to
Phone 759-4984.
an application. EOE No
H.P. Murray Go-Cart,
Equal Housing
2 AND 3 Bedroom Houses
phone calls.
Back Yard Burgers 6bought
WENDYS accepting applinew in July 2003.
Opportunity
for rent 753-4109
DISCOUNT Heating & cations & resumes tot gen2314 Lone Oak Rd., been driven 3 times. Call TDD #1-800-648-6056
Cooling: Wanted experi- eral manager, co-manag2 bedroom, gas heat, all
after 5:00 p.m. 751.2135.
1BR apt available, all apPaducah 42001.
'enced heating & cooling er. & assistant manager
appliances, storage shed,
pliances
furnished.
MurL.P.
Gas
Refills
New
20Ib
installer. Good pay, vaca- Competitive salary.- health,
carport. No pets. $400
Cal
Realty_
753-4444
tion and holiday pay, bo- life, & dental plan. Send WANTED: Reliable main- tanks $18.95ee. Used 20Ib
rent/deposit 753-7920
nus and commission. Ca- resume to Bobby Spauld- tenance and ground care tanks 51.95ea. All types of 1BR apt with garage nice 2BR with basement for
neighborho
od.
valves
Close
and tanks in stock
to
reer minded individual. ing P.O Box 3352 Padu- taker, Auroa area, Bill Top
storage garage outbuilding
MSU spacious rooms 293Start immediately 753- cah. KY 42002 or call 270- Rd. quiet country living on FREE used 20Ib tank
fenced backyard in city.
8462
w/every
purchase.
B&B
private property. Separate
559-1862
0300
293-8462
house with 2 car garage Brokers 701 S. 12th St 1BR apt on 641 South
3 BR $800/month/deposit
non smoking. Central Heat
for more details. Call Rev 753-4389
2BR house. Call 753-5960
Fonda Duncklee 270-474- NEW Kirby Ultimate G ser- Air, appliances, clean. No
or 293-8885 or 753-4389
ies
Vacum/Shampooer. pets. References & depos8585
3 BR 1 bath NO pets, 306
$700.00. 753-0792 after it 492-8634
090
S. 15th $450 month 7591BR
furnished or unfurp.m..Carolyn
Domestic & Childcare
4826
QUEEN size waterbed, nished, low utilities, $225
3BR, newly decorated 411
month No pets 753-3949
$150 753-8411
CLEANING houses is my
S.8th
St $485/mo & securi1BR newly decorated.
TOP SOIL 489-2525
270-474-2520
business Call Linda 759•C/1-1/A. W/D, $350/mo/dep ty
210
9553
HOUSE for rent 2 BR 1
402A N 8th St
Firewood
bath, storage building, No
EXPERIENCED:
Will
2 BR apt at 908 Hillwood
clean up after new con$350/mo 759-4406
struction, remodeling, be- FIREWOOD season oak 2, 2BR apts Northwood &
-fore and after renters, or Hickory. We deliver Call Cambridge area. All appliHOUSE for rent 3BR, 1
753-5476
floors, windows, etc
ances furnished. Call 293bath, 2 miles from town on
220
Valerie 436-5914
6988
two
acres, hardwood
Musical
I will care for your child in
2BR
duplex floors.
All appliances furmy home. Christian enviACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE
5450/month/deposit 753nished. 753-5341 or 293ronment
Call
759-5393
PIANO
tuning
repair,
mov
Fortune 500 Company has opening in LOCAL area
5960 or 293-8885 or 7535215
mg and used piano's 4389
One of the best training programs available expense-paid
100
HOUSE for rent 5 miles N.
(270
415-0374
Business
•Company 401K savings & employee stock ownership plan
2BR Duplex 1304B ValleyNo pets Lease $500
Opportunity
.Top benefits health, dental, life and disability insurance
wood Dr $395 per month
month 752-0761
*Junior Executive Training program based on performance
759-4406
QUALITY Houses and
2 Buildings for rent Great
*Earn 530-35,000 first year
2BR NEAR MSU
Apartments available for
shape, better location. 641 1987 Buccaneer 14X70
For confidential personal interview
Coleman
RE 759-4118.
2
lease Call BS Rentals at
North Just before the bedroom, 2 bath,
$6200. 2BR upstairs 5353 ST RT 759-4696 or 435-4632
CALL TUESDAY ONLY
Skating Rink On the left OBO Call 489-6140
121S $285 month 489270-759-5910
side of road. Call one of
1994 Fleetwood Reflection 2298
10:00 - 5:30 P.M. ASK FOR DOUG SMITH
the numbers for more inStorage Rentals
2BR., Duplex C/H/A
3BR. 2BA with appliances,
First 25 callers guaranteed an interview.
formation 753-5585 or
Coleman
RE 759-4118
has to be MnvPd 4a9-2286
EOE/MF
759-4559
98 16X80 3 Bedroom 2 3 & 4 Bedroom, special MURRAY Store and Lock
FOR sale or lease, due to bath Must
rates. Coleman RE 759- presently has units availabe moved
illness. Convenience Mart. Take over
ble 753-2905 or 753FULL-TIME Retail sales
payments 759 4118
dell, gas. grocery. Murray 2316 Or 753-4022
position with local home
7536
3BR, 2B. C/H/A.
area 753-9431
decor store Must be able
5600/mo/deposit, lease,
280
NEED help with a loan or
- to work 8-12pm Saturdays
1600 N. Oak Hill Dr 293- PREMIER MINISTORAGE
Mobile Homes For Rent
mortgage'
Please call 759-4979 for ,
) We can help
7740 or 753..6194
•Inside climate control
Prefer
experience
hut
you good or bad credit acinterview
4br, Diuguid Drive. Colestorage
ts ill train Must enjos
cepted. Free of charge. 2BR on private lot. 7 miles man RE 759-4118.
•Security alarmed
east
of
Murray
436-2582
working with the
Call 647-M5-9528
*Safe & clean
DUPLEX 2BR, 1 1/2 bath,
GREEN Acres s currently
OFFICE space for rent in Una Beane residence
elderly. Pleasant
•We sell boxes'
storage. 747 Wiswell 436hiring for the following po2BR.
1
1/2
bath,
w/dryer,
downtown area 753-4529
atmosphere and good
•We rent U-Hauls
5685 or 753-5653
sitions' LPN/RN 6p-6a evunfurnished, dishwasher,
120
xsorking condition.
753-9600
ery weekend. Work 12
DUPLEX
Unit
A
3BR,
1
new - deck.
753-2319
Computers
Appl‘' in perlon
hours and get pd for 16
G&C
$300/month/lease, & de- bath. Kitchen appliances
STORA
hrs Sat & Sun LPN/RN
GE and
furnished
Walk
to
MSU.
Fern 'terrace
posit
full-time M-F 10p-6a, all
MOM COMPUTERS
PROPANE
Unit B, 1BR, kitchen appli3
bedroom
$285,
2
bedI mdge
A+ Certified Technician
weekends ott. All full-time
119 E. Main
ances furnished Walk to
room $275 Call 753-6012
On site service
employees receive health,
(270)753-6266
1505 Stadium Vies
MSU
Call
362-2174
NICE 2 Br 2 bath 492dental, vision-. and life ins ,
Cell: (270)293-4153
759.3556
LARGE 2 bedroom duplex.
Drive
8488
401K. 2. wk pd vacation
9 a.m.-4 p.rll. M-F
All appliances including
pd holidays. pd persona'
washer & dryer Very conApartments Foy Rent
Need to place an ail?
days and shift differentials
venient location 759-5885
Call
us
we
will
be
Anyone -interested ati_beON C bedroom apartr'nents,
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff We
glad to help.
1 BedroOrn & studio apart
aiming part of the team
water furnished, close to
buy 1 or all Call Larry at
Murray Ledger & Times
ment, near MSU Coleman campus,
may apPfy in person
753-3633
No pets Call AKC SNihazu puppies
270453-1916
Realty 759-4118
5300 489-2250
753-5980
060

FW-Dodge/McGraw Hill
1604 Elm Hill Pike
Nashville, TN 37210

Notice

Help Wanted

HELP WANTED

Experienced Servers
& Experienced Grill Cook
Apply in person from
2-4 p.m., Mon.-Fri. at

THE BULLPEN

- NURSES
AIDE

$S Rented $$

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
530
Services Offered

630
Services Offered

Pets & Supplies
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
MT Cur pups Et-red for
squirrel/copn
hunting.
$100& .250753-8965 -

TPA
, Special

Asphalt
sphalt Doctor
:410
)
111
v

TOTAL ASPHALT MAINTENANCE

Commercial - Residential - Industrial
• ASPHALT SEALCOATING•

Using only premium commercial sealer outlasting all the ii-•

• PARKING LOT SWEEPING •
Vacuum Truck & Power Broom
PASTURE your horse to
$7500 767-9532
[
In Real Estate

• STRIPING •
Compare _Workmanship, Prices & Check. References
Fully Insured — Free Estimates — 25 Years Experience
Call Ronnie Geurin at 270-759-1953
yes We Do Make House Cans!
'.110 TILE •(

IF•VINfL•HAH ,

D • CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring personally install for you?

WE Dm

3T 3-7728
Over Years Experlsncst

Visit Our Showroom Today
Wow,
Tap*,

450

•

Farms For Sale

CARPET &FL

106 Acres, great building
site, excellent hunting,
road frontage, timber,
Lynnville area. (270) 55635761

COVER

•
KNOW,
K•1•1, KY

Hwy. MI • 1-1/2 MN.%oh 01 Ikrnrf io Tom Tenor Root R10150)yorde
CERAMIC TILE •COMP TILE • VI'J'YL • HARC%"/OOD • CARPET

11br.M,
IM::01OWLAL1211..MIIM•

WATERFRONT home with
dock, 4 bedroom, 2 baths,
great view in Hamlin, KY
area priced to sell at
$118,000 Call Mary Kay
Dykes at Lake Realtors 1800-642-1981 or mobile
731-676-2829 Call about
other Lake properties
available MLS #51645

500
Used Trucks

Services Offered

55 Acres North of Lynn 2000 F-150 XLT Supe
CUSTOM Tractor Work
Grove with tobacco barn, Cab, 5.4L, V-8, 52,500
Tilling- Blade Workstock barn and 2. ponds miles $16,000 7.59-8404_.
B.u,shhogging,
$82:000 taW 270435- evening '
Free Estimates.'
4588
-Gerald L. Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159. or
460
2001 Dodge Ram 1500
293-0163
Homes For Sale
Quad-Cab, 4X4, 60K
miles, 285175R16 All-TerD.G. --1513 Kirkwood, spacious rain T/A`s, tool box, bed Landscaping & Nursery
4-5BR home, many up- liner, great condition. •Complete Lawn Care
*Parking Lot Sweeping
dates. Owner/agent Call $16,500 OB0762-9967
•Pressure Washing
436-2752
'Snow Plowing
.Trimming
.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
'Leaf Removal
753-2210
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs you
don't have time for.
Murray-Calloway Co.
293-5438

This spacious family home features 4 bedrooms, 3-1/2 baths, with
open, light & airy intenor. This home has 2 master suites and closet space galore!! Double garage with built-ins. 2.800 sq. ft of living space. Located in Southwest Villa with extra lot available it
desired. Pnced at $185,000. Call 753-0539.
3 bedroom 2 full baths
contemporary home in developing subdivision Cathedral ceilings in living
and dining room light and
airy 753-2135 after 500
m
470
Motorcycles & ATV's
2000 Harley Davidson
Electra Glide 20,000 miles,
nice $15,500 759-0051
2002 Honda 400 EX, lots
of extras, still under warranty. $3,600 OBO. Call
after 6:00 p.m. 293-5952.
485
Sport Utility Vehicles
2001 Jeep Cherokee Sport
4X4, 28,000 miles, CD,
PW, PL, extra clean,
$12,000 Call 753-5280 or
293-0952
MERCURY Mountaineer,
1 owner. 1999 model,
white with gray leather, 4
wheel drive. V6, good Michelins, 42K. Little ol' lady
driven, excellent condition
S13,000 753-9999 day.
753-0111 night
490
Used Cars
1985 Chevy Monte Carlo
SS, new engine. $2,950
obo. 345-3145.
1991 Toyota Tercel, red, 4
speed, 119XXX miles,
$999 OBO 753-2957 after
5Pm
1994 :Cutlass Ciera, 4door, good condition.
4.35-4124 after Sp m
1998 Buick LeSabre Limited, loaded with options.
143,000 miles, great car
$3700 753-9761
1998 Grand Prix SE, loaded, good condition, 4DR,
V-6, $6250 Call 270-5275423
97 Grand Prix GT 2dr,
loaded, 88,XXX. $6,900.
753-9237 after 6-30 p m
98' Plymouth Voyager.
Take over payments. Less
than 75,000 miles. Call
753-1967
FOR Sale: 1995. Nissan
200SX, 2 door, white,
52,000 miles. Best offer.
Call 753-3876

qaji

Vans
1991 Grand Caravan LE
dual A/C. 3.3L engine
runs good, nice tires, 4
captain's chairs, nice inte
nor, reliable, NADA book
$2750, asking $2250 7536487
Used Trucks
1956 Ford Panel Delivery
runs, drives, $5500 Call
759-0051 after 5pm
1981 Chevy 3/4 ton truck
Runs good $1500 OBO
Call 762-0211 or cell 2936085

Boats & Motors

DOZER AND BACK HOE
WORK & CLEAN-UP
Public or Contract.
Contact at 270-753-9503
FINLEY'S Lawn Care
Service. Complete lawn
care service, landscaping,
cleaning gutters, & leaf removal. Call 489-2068 or
994-5944

1973 28ft. Harris Floa
Boat new floor, carpet, top FUTRELL'S Tree Service
upholstery. Great shape, 4 Trimming, removal, stump
cylinder GM Inboard, out- grinding, firewood. Insur—ad-4892839••. 6 "it.: -492.861-4-530
HANDYMAN Carpenter.
Services Offered
All types.
Call (270) 519-8570(cell)
753-5848.
436-5141 A AFFORDADonald Simmons
BLE HAULING, cleaning
out garages, gutters, Junk,
JERRY'S Glass A full line
tree work.
glass shop, residental, auA-1 AFFORDABLE HAUL- to, commercial. Mobile or
ING all around clean-up. in shop service. 810 Sycagutters, tree work. 436- more 759-0203
286LJUNK/ RUBBISH RemovA-1 Tree Service
al, we'll haul away almost
Stump Removal.
anything, from attics to
492-8737,
barns, odd jobs. Senior
753-3594
Discounts (270)489-2583
Free Estimates
KENTUCKY Solar Services has the solution for
A-Asphalt Sealcoating
your alternative energy
Travis Asphalt
needs. Harness the power
Sealcoating
of the sun and get control
*Driveways
of those high electric bills.
*Parking lots
Call 270-226-9506 or 270*Commercial
226-9500. Send email in*Residential
quiries to
*Industrial
mail k,entuckysolarservi*Hot-melt crack filling
ces.corn
FREE ESTIMATES
•
753-2279
LEE'S
AFFORDABLE
CARPET
Mower repair,
CLEANING
Pickup/delivery
'Carpets 'Furniture
Work guaranteed. Joe
*Emergency water
436-2867
removal
New
ALL
Carpentry
•Free Estimates.
Homes, add on's, garages,
'Wrinkle Repair
pole barns, home & mobile
'Quick Drying
home repair, water & ter-'
753-5827
mite damage, screened'
porches, sun rooms Lic- Painting & Staining, Carened-insured Larry Nimmo pentry, Minor Plumbing
Z61-9372 or 763-0353
(leaky faucets etc) Reasonable rates, references
AUTO DETAILING
given. Phone 435-4682
Cars Trucks & Boats
"Buffing
ROOF REPAIRS
'Washing
Complete new roofing
'Waxing
Metal, rubber shingles
'Interiors
for prompt & professional
Call 489-2525 /489-2020.
service call
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
CARTER ROOFING
ROY HILL.
•
Hazel 492-8688
Septic system, gravel,
Puryear 247-3086
white rock.
436-2113 .
Dozer work & Track hoe
SUREWAY
CARPET and Upholstery
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Cleaning Special $19.99
Insured with full line of
per room (an area is a hall.
equipment.
stairs, or room up to 300sq
Free estimates.
feet) *Senior and student
10% discount. Call 767753-5484.
p992 or 871-4258 ask for
Lesa or'Stacy
WALTERS
CARPORTS Starting at
CONTRACTING
l$675. installed. Roy Hill DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
1270)436-2111
Siding, Addition, and ReCERAMIC Tile Installation modeling. Quality Work,
Floors, Walls, Countertops, Over 30 Years Experialso carpet, vinyl, wood & ence. Gerald Walters. 753VCT Free Estimates. Tom 2592.
Alert: 270-S19-2926
COMPLETE LAWN CARE WEDDING Photography
OF MURRAY leaf removal 20 years experience. Call
for prices 270-345-2752 or
75'3-6772
270-752-2752
CONCRETE
• Finishing Driveways,
Sidewalks, Patios
Free Estimate
(270)435-4619
D'S House cleaning and
house sitting 753-3802

mayor a Times
Classifieds
270-753-1916

Thanks

To all those who gave

.othemselve3f
-in our firrre--of

sorrow. We would -like to
express our gratitudefor all of
those who gavefood, time, money,
cards ofencouragement,flowers,
and Christian love. Thanks to those
who unselfishly gave to the
Humane Society, to help God's other
creatures in their time of need.
A special-thanks-to AR-Churchill for the fine job with arrangements. To
- Primary Care and Purrhase Cancer
Group,for the compassionate care
they gave. ToJetemia-h-Taratir and"
Allen Martin for the wonderfuljob
they did at the memorial service. To
the New Providence and New
Concord communities of which there
are none better We are especially
indebted to ourfriends, co-workers,
relatives, and ofcourse God!
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Your Home Impmetneht Headquarters
David's Cleaning
Roofing Metal
Seivices

We now manufacture. Buy direct.
Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.

We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
'Brick *All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
Phone ,(270)767-0313
(270)527-7176

David Borders

5,000+ sq. ft. 01'29 & 26 gauge
in stock.
#1 & #2 available in most colors

Call Metal Mall
-1-800-909270-247-8844
•

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Brotheri*''
ree Service

436-5744
- Full Line of Equipment ,
Licensed & Insured -

A Bigger Selection - A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop-Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash. Visa, Mastercard, also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

The Family ofRondah Hale

iim11111

Foreign student enrollment slows at U.S. colleges
BY STEVE GIEGERICH
Foreign students started experiencing delays of 2003-04 foreign student attendance later this
entering the country in the wake of the terrorist week, said Victor Johnson, NAFSA's associate
AP Education Writer
A new stticly says the number offoreign students attacks on Washington in New York, as the federal executive director.
NAFSA conducted its report in conjunction with
attending U.S. colleges increased by less than 1 govertunent responded to calk for tighter domestic
percent in 2002-03 - the lowest growth rate in security. One of the Sept. 11 hijackers held a stu- the Association of American Universities and the
National Association of State --Universities and
seven years. It's Just the latest piece of evidence dent visa.
U.S. schools want foreign students both for the Land-Grant Collega.
that international students are shying away from the ,
revenue they bring in -the IIE said international
Johnson said that, unlike previous slowdowns in
United States because of tough immigration rules.
The-Institute-of International Education said---students spend up- to $12 billion annually between foreign enrollment, this one was triggered by a
tightened visa procedUres enacted after the 2001 tuition and other expenses - and their COntau---change in U.S. policy and not economic declines or
political unrest.
terrorist attacks, which have delayed the entry of tions to academic research.
A continuing decline in foreign student enrollHe predicted that foreign enrollment may
many foreigners into the United States, contributed
ment "may damage our ability to attract the best decline even more if Congress or the State
to the low growth rate.
The IIE said in its annual "Open Doors" report, and the brightest," said Alice Gast, vice president of Department fails to relax visa restrictions on stuto be released Monday, that foreign enrollment research and associate provost at the Massachusetts dents coming to America. Foreign students will
-give up trying and go somewhere else," Johnson
increased by only 0.6 percent last year. In each of Institute of Technology.
_ In a separate online survey, the BE said 46 per- said.
the two previous academic years, foreign enrollcent of U.S. colleges reported declines in foreign
Educators here and abroad say it appears overment had increased by 6.4 percent. .
"It's not just the policies themselves, but the enrollment in the current school year. There were seas schools are benefiting from the U.S. crackunderstanding and perception of the policies that 586,323 international students studying in the down.
For instance, the number of Chinese students
have really affected the numbers," said Peggy United States last year, said the 11E, which proBlumenthal, the IIE's vice president of educational motes closer educational relations between the enrolling in British institutions rose by over 36 perUnited States and other nations.
cent this year, according to the United Kingdom's
services.
The IIE's findings are similar to those that the Universities & Colleges Admissions Service
"The word of mouth is out in certain countries
about the difficulty getting a visa. And the percep- Association of International Educators, known as Enrollment of students from India in British coltion is having as much of an impact as the delays." NAFSA,expects to reveal when it releases a survey leges increased by 16 percent.

Emergency officials to perform Horoscopes
test run of terror attack
2003:

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Nov.
4,

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - city.
More than 550 federal, state and
Participants know only generally
local officials will be in Louisville what they may encounter in
this week to take part in an exercise advance. The event will be closed to
designed to improve readiness in the the public, but will run continuously
event of a terrorist attack.
for *60 hours beginning Tuesday
The event, called "Operation morning, and it will end with an
River City," is being coordinated by evaluation on Friday. Bartlett said
the U.S. Environmental Protection Louisville was chosen as host of the
Agency's regional office in Atlanta event because. it has an appropriate
and will be staged at a closed chem- facility and has a good working
ical plant, said Dick Bartlett, direc- relationship with the EPA. The fortor of the Louisville Metro mer chemical plant that will be the
Emergency Management Agency.
focus of the exercise is a fenced and
Dawn Harris-Young, a spokes- secure industrial facility consisting
woman with the EPA's. Atlanta of numerous buildings, research and
office, said the exercise-is meant to development laboratories and truck
give participants an idea of what can bays, the EPA said.
happen and will test their response.
More than 50 agencies or organiIt will focus on cooperation zations will take part. including the
among agencies, commimications, EPA, the U.S. Agency for Toxic
Disease
Registry,
deployment of equipment and data Substances
management, and participants will Centers for Disease Control, the
use a national command system U.S. Coast Guard, 41st Army
designed to manage emergencies. National Guard Civil Support Team,
Bartlett said coordinators will stage Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
multiple "events" at the same time, Firearms and Explosives, and local
simulating attacks throughout the 'officials.

Parents should not use
ipecac for poisoning
CHICAGO (AP)
Parents
should avoid the old standby poison
remedy of ipecac syrup and instead
call poison control centers when
children ingest toxic substances, the
American Academy of Pediatrics
says, reversing a long-standing
position.
For decades, doctors have recommended that parents keep a bottle of ipecac on hand to induce vomiting when children ingest something poisonous. The antidote, made
from roots of the tropical ipecac
plant, induces vomiting.
Recommendations for: using it
have been based more on intuition
rather on than any -hard- evidence
that home use is effective, said Dr.
Milton Tenenbein, director of' the
Manitoba. Canada, poison control
center and lead author of the new
•
guidelines.
Earlier
reconimendations
advised parents to call a doctor or
poison Control center before using
the osyrup,.but Tenenbein said parents haven't always heeded that
advice. e
"Unfortunately, the presence of
ipecac in the home often results in
its inappropriate use," says the new
policy,
which
appears
in
DecembeO's issue of Pediatrics,

by Jacqueline Bigar
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** - How you venture out and
what you choose to say could have a
great deal of impact on a changeable situation. This event could surround work
or home life. Take special care of your
health. Schedule a doctor's appointment.
Tonight: Be easygoing.

Your strength comes out when dealing
with funds and those Who are close to
you. Others sometimes balk at how you
structure a situation. There are many different ways to go. If you are an artist or
creative type, you'll go a new route and
open up to a new venture. Allow your SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
imagination to run rampant. Be careful ***** Listen well to a child or key
with funds, as you could suddenly find person in your life. Though you might be
your whole money structure changed. put back by this person's opinion, wisYou pull:the money wild card this year. dom might be spilling from his or her
You will learn to create much more of mouth. Don't negate the possibility or
what you want. Express yourself. If you probability of revamping the budget.
are single, you could find, this to be a SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21) .
* Whatever you do seems to be
most romantic year, in which you'll meet
someone quite special. If you are wrong. Some of you might toss up your
attached, your relationship blossomS, as hands in frustration. Consider your
long as- you avoid money_ conflicts.-'options carefully -rather than just reacting. You collie from a basis of solidity
PISCES adores you.
and understanding. Share your feelings
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll with innate gentleness: Tonight: At
4-Positive; home. ,
Have:
5-Dynamic;
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
**** Don't be reactive, but Just
think. You might not understand all the
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
** Take your time - don't make any complicated details that surround a perswift decisions. Pressure builds, taking sonal reaction. Note your reactions and
discuss them with someone who legitiyou in new directions. Learn to not
mately cares about you. Tonight Talk
answer quickly, but instead to check out
your facts. Try to put yourself in some- over dinner.
one else's position. Walk in his or her AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
shoes. Then you might "get it." Tonight: *** You could be disappointed by a
friend, but there are many ways of lookRest up. You're going to need it.
ing at a situation. Your ability to read
TAURUS (April 20-My 20)
between the lines could help you under*** You might be disappointed by
someone's strong reaction. You also
might not count on what he or she says.
.Do your own investigating,before heading into a power play. Where is the point

being published Monday.
reconciliation? Work for solutions.
Scientific advisers to the U.S. of
Tonight: Where the actionis.
Food and Drug Administration rec- GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
ommended in June that • the agency **** Investigate what might be
end over-the-counter sales of going on with different associates. You
ipecac. An FDA decision is expectcould be reading a situation incorrectly.
ed by early next year.up and be more understanding
Tenenbein said poison control Loosen
with someone you care about. Taking a
centers have been phasing out use
strong posture might be to your disad—
of ipecac for a number of reasons. It vantage. Tonight: Rent a movie on the
sometimes causes prolonged vomit- way home.
ing and lethargy similar to drowsi- CANCER (June 21 -July 221
ness that might he caused by an **** Make phone calls and get a
overdose of sedative pills. Those general point of view. You might be a bit
symptoil)s can complicate diagnosis perplexed at news you hear. Be willing to
reverse directions at work, if need be.,.
and treatment.-Tenimbein said..
It also may not totally empty the The feedback you gct could be imporstomach of poison. or may linger tam. Take -a. walk or do another stress
and cause a child to vornilup other busting activity. Tonight: Dig into your
imagination r something you have
antidotes, he said.
• •
Another study in the same issue never done before.
found that home use did not reduce LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Others run to your aid as the
emergency room visits and did not
impossible becomes possible. Trust your
improve outcomes_ It is based on an creativity ,, ancl willingness to brainstorm
analysis of data from the Anictican Share you* concerns, and you'll get -posAssociation of Poison -€'-cirrtrol itive answers. Let your mind wander, and.
Centers, which-also is preparing your imagination will come out. Tonight
new ipecac guidelines..
•,
Say "yes" to a loved one
Recommendations- for using VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221 ipecac have. been around since at *** Others push and pull to have their
least the 1960s, Tenenbein said. An way. You might w4aLlo toss up,our
American Academy of Pediatrics hands and 7erci in on what feels imporcommittee a&ised home Use of tant. Distinguish between what needs to
r
- happen and what you don't need toWorry
ipecac in 1983. .
about. Tonight:. Say "yet," by all means.

stand why an associate or friend might be
reacting as he or she is. Tonight: Join

your friends.
PISCES Feb. 19-March 201
**** You have the. right idea, though
others might be surprised by what you
say or do. Certainly do not get ourself
into a situation that might involve conflict. Lie back and watch the solutions
unveil in front of you. Tonight: In the
limelight

lot lust About
---Mfe Insurance.
• Long Thrm Care
•Annuities
• Income Protection
• Group Benefits
Business Insurance

Ryan Edvdrds
New Work Life
Insurance
Company

The Company You

Keepe

(270)753-2007
211 Maple S1., Murray
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LookingBack

DearAbby

Dr.Gott

DEAR ABBY: I am a I6-year- voice off, because its not you!'
DEAR OR.GOTT: I am alarined
I'm not dealing with this very
high school student and have
old
at the number.of pills my husband
well. My self-esteem is falling, and
PETER
with
my
goini
been
girlfriend,
seven
.prescribed:
a
day,
has been
"Maddie," for two years. We go to my husband refuses to address the
GOTT, M.D.
including Glucophage and lisinodifferent schools, and lately trust problem. I "don't know v9tiat to do. I
pril.
can't seek help, because I don't have
has become a big issue.
watch
Unfortunately, he won't
any
money of my own. NEEDS
She thinks I am cheating, which
his diet. After a month on the Atkins
AN ANSWER IN MIAMI.
not
-but
she
won't
am
get
off
my
I
diet, he lost 30 pounds and was able
DEARNEEDS AN ANSWER:
case. We constantly fight about litto reduce the amount of his antiHere's
a message in MY voice.
diabetes medication. But he cannot tion and rely on medication to help tle things. She calls me at home and Something missing here. What's
is
consequences
of
roof
if
I'm
not
overcome
the
the
there
when
hits
resist sweets, breads and pasta. I'm
missing is a husband who is contrite
being
be.
`
The
preferred
thinks
I
should
overweight.
she
in a quandary.
Last week, she lave me an ulti-_ and wants tq save his marriage.
DEAR READER: SevPnpills.a_. and cheaper solution is to diet,
Drop out of sports or she'll Stop -being a itetim: Talk TIT a lawmatum:
day is not excessive for a diabetic exercise regularly and avoid meddrop me. Abby, this is my senior yer, and when the lawyer mentions
_hypertensive who is overweight. ication when appropriate.
payment, give him (or her) your
Therefore, in my view, the number
1 urge you to share your insights year. This is my last year of playhusband's credit card number.
isn't crucial. Your husband's denial and concerns with your husband's ing. I don't want to quit, I love Mad**
butnot
sureshe
has
the
I'm
die,
witfa
physician. Working as a team
is, however.
ABBY:
MY soon-to-be
DEAR
Diabetics' must eliminate con- positive goal in mind, you may be right-to give me such an ultimatum. ex-husband, "Fred," and I are in a
I
don't
know
what
to
do.
Please
help
centrated sweets (sugar and sugar- able to modify your husband's atti"CENTER' Of. CON- custody battle over our 10-year-old
_me_o_ut
t
--eortitiiiving--protitic-ts-t-frnm - their----todesT-habits and behavior
—daughter;"Jen." -A white-ago, Fred
TROVERSY
diets, and lose weight if they are his enormous advantage.
tried to choke me to death, and Jen
don't
"CENTER":
Please
DEAR
obese. From your brief description.
To give you related information.
confided
to me last week that she
I gather that your spouse has trou- I am sending you a -copy of my give up sports in order to assuage overheard him say he was going to
ble addressing this issue. The fact Health Report "Losing Weight" that your girlfriend's insecurities. A per- kill me. I told my attorney and the
that he lost a phenomenal amount includes my "no flour, no sugar" son who loves you wouldn't demand DA's office. They've asked Jen to
of weight in a relatively short time diet. Other readers who would like such a sacrifice. If you give in, swear what she said is true.
you'll regret it in years to come. Ask
on the Atkins diet confirms my sus- a copy should send a long, selfBecause Jen told, she is now
yourself: What will she demand'
picion that he must begin to take addressed, stamped envelope and
afraid
of her, father. I want to help
more responsibility for his health.
$2 to Newsletter. P.O. Box 167, next?
my
daughter
through this traumatic
No one should issue an ultimaFor example, were he to take the Wickliffe, OH 44092: Be Sure to
think counseling will
time.
Do
you
tum unless she (or he) is prepared to
situation seriously, he could diet mention the title. .
overcome
her fear? -7
help
her
-to
jptil hi weight becomes acceptDEAR DR._ GOTT:. You have lose. -In.-this case; it appears. your -PROTECTIVE MOM IN MARYabk, and then determine if he needs repeatedly urged post-menopausal gitIlliefid-forrIbled-the ball. Her,de- LAND
medication -(or-how much). Weight women to take two Os-Cal 500.D mand is out of bounds. Ignore it.
DEAR PROTECTIVE MOM:'
**
reduction might not only enable and then supplement further with
It's certainly a step in the right direcently
learned
DEAR
ABBY:
I
him to cut down on his two or three TUMS. Why not simthat my husband of four years, rection! However,'since Jen's father
Glucophage; it might. also reduce ply take a third Os-Cal?
"John,"
is talking with another' appears to be volatile, and possibly
his blood • pressure, thereby
DEAR READER: Because woman on his cell phone at work. homicidal, any visits she has with
enabling him to modify his dose of TUMS are cheaper — and chewShe constantly leaves him voice- her father should be supervised to
lisinopril. In the most favorable cirable. Also two Os-Cal 500 D pro- mail messages, telling him about ensure that he cannot, in a fit of
cumstance, he might be able to take
vide an adequate amount of vitamin her day and how she misses him. temper, harm HER. Please discuss
one Glucophage (or none) and one D; there's no advantage in taking
(One in particular _keeps 'going this with your lawyer.
lisinopril- (or none). But the decimore D.
through my mind; "paby, it's me!
sion to take full responsibility for
It's a few minutes before 10 and
health issues is the important conyou're not answering your cell
sideration. I recommend that you
phone. Maybe you're sleeping aldiscuss this with him and his physiready,
but I'll give you a call tomorcian, who,I am sure, would endorse
on
my lunch break.")
row
such a plan.
The
next time she called, she South dealer.
Your husband's attitude is,
my voice on his voicemail Both sides vulnerable
heard
national-concern.
unfortunately, a
NORTH
saying. "Sorry, my husband, John.
People often search for the easy
•J9
Please
this
time.
available
at
is
not
answers to self-induced disorders.
85
leave a message and someone will
Obesity has become a serious prob•AKQJ 10862
possisoon
as
call
as
return
your
lem among both children and adults
4A
ble." Can you believe that woman
in our society. The easy and comWEST
EAST
sayactually left another message,
mon solution is to ignore the situa.11`AKQ 7543
+10862
ing, "John, you need to take her
V—
V 10 3•9 4
•5 3
+6432
490J 10 9 8 7
SOUTH
*—
L_CI1\I CI EC)
VAKQJ 97642
•7
+K Q 5
The bidding:
South - West
North East
2
2+
3•
Pass
4 NT
5*
6+
Pass
7V
Pass - -7-NT
Pass
Pass
Dble
Redble
Opening lead — king of spades.

10 years agp
H. Glenn Doran, CEO for Peoples Bank of.Murray, was presented
the Agriculture Support Award'dur'ing the Murray State University Agriculture Alumni Association annual
banquet held at the Curris.Center.
Dr. Eldon Heathcott, chairman of
MSU Agriculture Department,
made the presentation.
Elementary students of Murray
and Calloway County Schools collected 10,726 items of food in support ofthe 'local Make A Difference
Day Drive for Need Line, according
to Dick Hoffman, chairman of Need
Line Board..
•
• 20 years ago
Sonny Parkhill was awarded the
-Outstanding Citizen of Hazel
Award" by Woodmen of the World
Lodge 138. e his now fiftTor-Af:
rica to share his knowledge of masonry so the natives there will have
safer homes.
In high school football games,
Calloway Lakers won over Reidland Greyhounds at Reidland and
Murray Tigers lost to Heath Pirates
at Ty Holland Stadium, Murray.
Births reported include a boy to
Tonita and Marshall McLeod, and a
-girl--to Rhonda and Phillip Darnell,
Oct: 27; a boy:to Mark E. and
Karen Welch, Oct. 28.
30 years -ago
A. Wilson Simmons Jr. of Murray has been elected president of the
Kentucky Association-for Mental
Health at its 22nd annual meeting in
Louisville.
Michael Wicker received the trophy as the. Junior Flag Riding
Champion and Jill Ann Rowland

Famous Hand
five spades over South's Blackwood
four-notrump bid. Apparently, South
interpreted his partner's Six-club
response as showing two aces and
hoped they were in the minor suits,
in which case seven hearts would be
laydown.
South was right, but unfortunately
North misread the situation and
decided to shoot for a top score by
bidding seven notrurnp. North simply couldn't believe his partner
would open a strong, two,. bid with
only one ace.
Incredibly, the same redoubled
contract was reached at another
table, but this time North wound up
as declarer after this auction:
South
West
North East
2+
4 NT
3*
Pass
6V
Pass
7 NT
Pass
Pass
Dble
Redble
Here North interpreted his partner's six-heart bid as showing two
aces and a void in an unspecified
suit. (That is the treatment used by
most players in this situation.)
Despite the misunderstanding,
the North-South pair at this table
fared a bit better. East thought his
partner's double was conventional
and forbade a spade lead, so he led
the jack of clubs!
As a result, North made the grand
slam and scored 2,930 points —
6,930 points better than the NorthSouth pair at the other table!

DailyComics

IA DA! Ir TOOK ALL
WEEK, BUT I GOT US
SWITCHED -Tr/ THE SAME
WIRELESS SERVER !r

I HAD SIX BUDDIES
• WORKING ON IT! FOUR.
CONTRACT EXPERTS... N INE
ONLINE USER CTROUPS...VJE
ACTuALL4 FOUND A WAY
AROUND ALL EXPIRED
&RACE PERIODS AND EARLY
TERMINATION FEES...

This remarkable deal occurred in
the 1964 national Open Pairs. At one
table, believe it or not, the bidding
went as shown, and South became
declarer at seven notnimp redoubled.
Needless to say, West was not frightened io the slightest by North's
redouble. He led a high spade, and
South missed his mark by seven
tricks, going down 4,000 points! ..
This catastrophe was caused in
part by West's interference bid of

...SO YOU AND CAN
HAVE UNUrAITED ANY TIME, ANYWHERE, MOBILETO-MOBILE MINUTES!

Crosswords
42 Homer-hitter
• Mel
43 Cook in oil
44 Before
45 Egyptian
sun god
46 Glossy
48 Fishing spot
49 Shrubbery
51 Dispensed with
53 BulrusheS
54 Disliked
intensely

ACROSS

6TAND UP eLowLy,
SIM TAKE
HANDLES AND
DON'T vionRy,
THE BRAKES
ARE ON
-0"

11lERE-IN0 _IN LET'S
SEE HOW rr
TO HAVE SOME
GuPfkiRT

'CO you'as- DON&
FINE.LaTer,
Nib 1HE KITCHEN
AND DOWN I-1E HALL

Igi6,sroP112EA1INEr
ME. LIKE A 2-YEA Of,D,

A 2-YEAR-MD

WOULD BE MUCH
MORE REASONABLE_

G A FtPIEL-CIC)

1 Neutral shade
6 Succulent
11 Gross
12 Public speaker
14 Write on glass
15 Nile dam
17 Mal — mer
18 Aussie,jumper
19 Every one
20 Hangar
occupant
21 Swift horse
23 Fern. honorific
24 Exotic island
25 Big Foot's
- cousin
27 Wearing less
28 New car option
30 Lily, to Pierre
31 Hairstyles
32 Concerning
33 Initiated
35 Fruit or bird
36 Six-sided
crystals
37 Walk on foot
38 Face pail
2

1

AND BELIEVE ME,
THIS 16 IT
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1
17
20
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10 Vocal
mountaineer
11 Actress
— Miles
13 Hit the hay
16 Graceful wrap
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FAT
NASifi CAKE
RYAN
AMY EHIJA
INNS
NAP COAL
GHOSTLY GB
VEWSEL
CAL
KIM CPU
VICAR
LOIS
RAB BAM
RON FAY CATCH
SNEERS TOM
MI PUMPKIN
MOVI
YALE ODE
ALE
ORAL EDIT
GONE TSPS NED

1 One-on-one
instructor
2 Metalmaking
giant
3 "Yuck!"
4—Dad. informally
5 Memorable
time
6 Dewlaps
7 Eurasian range
8 Songwriter
Janis —
9 NE state
5

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Nov. 3, the
307th day of 2003. There are 58
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 3., 1957,the Soviet Union launched Sputnik II, the second
manmade satellite, into orbit; on
board was a dog named "Laika,"
who was sacrificed in the experiment.
On this date:
In 1868, Republican Ulysses S.
Grant won the presidential election
over Democrat Horatio Seymour.
• In 1900, the first automobile
show in the United States opened at
New York's Madison Square Garden under the auspices of the Automobile Club of America. - In 1964, President Lyndon Johnson soundly defeated Republican
challenger Barry Goldwater to win
a White House term in his own
right.
Five years ago: In national elections, Democrats gained five House
seats, trimming the Republican majority. Minnesotans elected former
pro wrestler Jesse "The Body" Ventura to be their governor. The death
toll from Hurricane Mitch grew to
9,000 in Honduras.
One year ago: A CIA Predator
drone fired a missile at a car in
Yemen that was carrying several
suspected al-Qaida operatives, killing Qaed Salim Sinan al-Harethi,
al-Qaida's top operative -in that
country. Boston Marathon -champion Rodgers Rop of Kenya won
the New York City Marathon in
2:08:07.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

4

Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen L. Yarbrough. oct. 23.
40 years ago
Max B. Hun has been named to
a four-year term on the Murray-Calloway County Library Board. He
replaces Rezina Senter whose term
expired.
Murray College High School
won second_ place debate trophy at
Trigg County Debate Tournament.
MCHS team members include Kristie Kemper, Ed Frank Jeffrey, Nore
Winter and Richard Crago-.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Donald H. Lynch.
50 years ago
Two more persons have been diagnosed as polio patients. They -are
Barry J. Thomas and Louis (Chris)
Kerlick III. Galen (Tripp) Thurman
III has been diagnosed with encephalitis.:
Henry Latt Waldrop, boatswain's
mate seaman USN; is -serving
aboard the battleship, USS NeWJersey, which just returned to Long
Beach, Calif., for Korea after a six
months of combat and training duty.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. William Thomas Futrell, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hutson, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Larson and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ken Hodge.

TodayinHistory
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named "Little Miss West Kenlucky Horseman" at the awards banquet of West Kentucky Horsemen's
Associition held . at Padutak.
Wicker and Rowland are members
of the Wranglers Ridiog Club,

.was

20 Glass container
22 Rule
23 Geol. formations
24 Fundamental,
26 One, to Fritz
27 Robin Hood's
weapon
28 Soak up
29 Mythical beast
31 Achieved
34 Came down
with
35 Bandleader
Sammy —
37 Reporters
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Weekend Coker, Hurricanes try to
Wrapup regroup from rare loss
MSU soccer wins
on Senior Day
Forward Kristin Robertson
knocked in a header from directly in front of the goal in the
second overtime to lead Murray State to a 2-1 win over
Morehead State on Senior Day
Sunday at Cutchin Field.
Thomas found Robertson
streaking to the middle of the
box for the game winning goal
in the 107th minute of action
on an 82-degree day in Murray.
Murray outshot Morehead 165, including 12-2 on shots ongoal.
The win closes out the fourth
varsity season of soccer at MSU.

Zhan leads MSU
volleyball to win
Freshman outside hitter LiIli
Zhan had a well-focused match
at Austin Peay Saturday, claiming a 20/20 night - 20 kills
and 24 digs - in helping the
Murray State volleyball team to
a 3-1 win over the Lady Governors in Ohio Valley Conference play.
The 20/20 feat was Zhan's
first of the season and the
fourth for the Racers this year.
Paige Sun has performed the
feat twice, and Kimberly Bunnage has done it once.
Zhan had a team-high 20
kills and only five errors in 48
attacks for an attack percentage of .312. She also had
three blocks in the match.
Murray State outhit the Lady
Goys (12-13, 7-5 OVC) in every
game except the third, sealing
the match by hitting .618 in
Game 4 with no errors in 34
attacks.
Murray State has won 16
of its last 17 OVC matches,
dating back to last season.
The Racers conclude their
five-match road swing with a
match at defending OVC champion Tennessee-Martin on Tuesday at 7 p.m. MSU returns
home for a conference match
against Tennessee State on Friday at 7 p.m.

CORAL (JABLES, Fla. (AP)
- Larry Coker's day-after news
conference had a vastly different
feel Sunday.
There were no jokes, no witty
one-liners,. hardly even a smile
from Miami's 55-year-old. normally
upbeat coach.
No one could blame him. After
all, Coker Cval-coining off-his-firM
regular-season loss as a head.coach.
Virginia Tech -used stifling
defense and steady 'special teams
to drub the Hurricanes 31-7 Saturdiy nighnap.ping_Mianai's_397:
game regular-season winning streak
and 27-game Big East run.
"The win streak is gone," Coker
said Sunday. "Really and truly, I
don't think any of us as coaches
or players really think about the
Win streak. It's a great accomplishment, but now it's over."
The Hurricanes (7-1, 3-1) also
_might, have:had__ their_
making a third consecutive national .chanwionship. game dashed. at'_
'Virginia Tech. Wenn' fell from
No. 2 to. No.- 6 in The Associated Press poll - behind fellow
one-loss teams Southern Califor-.
nia, Florida State, LSU and the Hokies.
On the biggest day of the college football season, Southern Cal
beat Washington State 43-16, Florida edged Georgia - 16-13, Oklahoma 15Iew our-Oklahoma SIM
52-9, Michigan. topped Michigan
State 27-20 and.Ohio State edged
Penn State 21-20.
In other games involying ranked
teams, it was No. 5 Florida State
37, Notre Dame 0; No. 7 LSU
49, Louisiana Tech 10; No. 16 Texas
-31, No. 12 Nebraska_ 7; _No_ .13
Iowa 41, Illinois 10; No. 18 Purdue 34, Northwestern 14; No. 19
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NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE STANDINGS
All Times CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE

New England
Miami
Buffalo
N Y Jets

Indianapolis
Tennessee
Houston
Jacksonville

Baltimore
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Pittsburgh

East
W
6

T
0
0
0
0

W

L

T Pct

7
6
3
1
North

1
2
5
7

0 .875
0 .750

W

L

T Pct

5
3
3
2
West

3
5
5
6

0
0
0
0

L

T Pct
01 000
0 625
0 _250
0 125

5
4
2
South

0
3
6
7

Dallas
Philadelphia
N Y. Giants
Washington

6
5
4
3
South

2
3
4
5

Pct
.750
.625
0 .500
0 .375

-Carglina
Tampa Bay
New Orleans
Atlanta

6
4
4
1
North

2
4
5
7

Pet
0 750
0 .500
0 444
0 125

6
4
3
2

2
4
5

Pct
750
625
500
250

0 375
0 125

Minnesota
Green Bay
Chicago
Detroit

625
375
375
250

Seattle
St LOUIS
San Francisco
Arizona

6
5
4
3

2
3
5
5

Pct
.750
.625
.444
375

Sunday, Nov. 9
Chicago at Detroit, noon
Miami at Tennessee, noon
Atlanta at N.Y Giants, noon
Seattle at Washington. noon
Arizona at Pittsburgh, noon
Houston at Cincinnati, noon
Tampa Bay at Carolina, noon
Cleveland at Kansas City, noon
Indianapolis at Jacksonville, noon
Minnesota at San Diego, 305 p.m
Buffalo at Dallas, 3:15 p.m.
N.Y. Jets at Oakland, 3:15 p.m.
Baltimore at St. Louts, 7.30 p.m.
Open: New England, Denver, 1w
Orleans, San Francisco
Monday, 'Nov. 10
Philadelphia at Green Bay, 8 p.m.

OT
Houston 14, Carolina 10
Indianapolis 23, Miami 17
Baltimore-24, Jacksonville 17
New Orleans 17, Tampa Bay 14
Seattle 23, Pittsburgh 16
Arizona 17, Cincinnati 14
Dallas 21, Washington 14
Philadelphia 23, Atlanta 16
San Francisco 30, St. Louis 10 .
Green Bay 30, Minnesota 27 Open: Buffalo, Kansas City, Tennessee,
Cleveland
Mondays Game

that luxury for the 1ast two years.
But we do know this: There are
not a lot Of undefeated teams.
"Let's go ahead and pencil Oidam
homa in as undefeated. They still
have to win some games, but probably they're going to be there.
They're awfully good. And now you
have the one-loss teams. -If there's
going to be a one-loss team in
there, Why can't it be us?"
The Hurricanes' last regularseason loss came at Washington
in September 2000.

Pet
.750
.500
.375
.250

West

ChiCago 20, San Diego 7.
N.Y. Giants 31. N.Y. Jets 28,

AP
Miami head coach Larry Coker, qugrterback Brock Berlin
and the rest of the Hurricanes are facing an unfamiliar situation after Saturday's 31-7 loss at Virginia Tech.
Tennessee 23, Duke 6; No. 20
Mississippi 43, South Carolina 40;
No. 21 -Northern Illinois 48, Ball
---S'tate 23; No. 24 Minnesota 55,Indiana 7; and No. 25 Pittsburgh 24,
Boston College 13.
The BCS standings due out Monday will show how much help the
Hurricanes need to get to the title
game in New Orleans.
"We don't control our own destiny," said Coker, who won his
first 30 regular-season games after
taking over in 2001.-"We've had

NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East

L
2
3
4
6

Kansas- City
8
Denver
5
Oakland
2
San Diego
1
Sunday'S Games
Detroit 23, Oakland 13

New England at Denver. 8 p.m.

Earnhardt Jr. thinking
about championship
team alive in the 2003 championship ehase, but series lead Matt
Kenseth's sixth-place finish made
it a real long shot for the thirdgeneration NASCAR star.
Kenseth, who has been the leader
since the fourth week of the sea-.:
son, saw his lead over second-place Earnhardt cut from 258 to
228 points. Rut Kenseth can wrap
up his first title by finishing in
the top 30 in the final two races.
If he retains a lead of at least
186 points next Sunday at Rockingham, Kenseth will win the championship.
If he leaves Rockingham
between 152 and 185 points ahead,
all Kenseth will have to do is
start the season-finale Nov. 16 at
Homestead-Miami Speedway to
win the title.

AVONDALE, Ariz. (AP)- A
big win has Dale Earnhardt Jr.
thinking about a championship.
"The team is really getting better and better,': Earnhardt said Sunday after winning the Checker
Auto Parts 500 at Phoenix International Raceway. "I feel like the
team ... can compete next year
for the championship.
`The only thing I don't like about
Winston Cup racing right now that
could hamper my ability to be as
competitive next year is loyalty. I
feel like I have a pretty good
group of guys and, if they maintam n their strong bond and loyalty for what we're trying to accomplish, then we can step it up again
and again each year."
The victory Sunday kept Earnhardt and his Dale Earnhardt Inc.

Cross Country
teams close year
The Murray State men's
cross country team earned a
seventh-place finish at Saturday's Ohio Valley Conference
Championships, hosted by MSU
at the Futures Golf Club in
Puryear, Tenn.
Eastern Illinois won the OVC
team title for the,fourth-straight
year with 29 points. MSU scored
169 points.
Junior Tim Bradley led the
way for the Racers with a 19thplace finish in the field of 69
runners with a time of 26:42.69
on the 8,000-meter course.
On the women's side, the
Lady Racers earned a sixthplace finish.
Eastern Kentucky edged out
league newcomer Samford for
the OVC title with 40 points.
The Lady Racers were sixth
with 185 points.
Sophomore Heather Vincent
led the way for MSU with a
30th-place finish in the field of
73 runners as she covered the
5,000-meter course in 19 minutes, 36.90 seconds.
The OVC Championships
close out the 2003 season for
the MSU cross country teams.
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• Cross Country ...
SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times photo

Murray State tailback Ron Lane (4) struggles for yardage as he is wrapped up by an
Eastern Kentucky defender during first-half action of the Racers' loss to the Colonels.
Lane managed just 26 yards on 10 carries as the Racers netted just 56 yards rushing
on 26 attempts.

• Racers

• • •

From Page 14
proved costly tor the Racers, who
managed just 79 yards on 26
attempts. Hatchell led the ground
game with only 29 yards on five
rushes. Junior tailback Ron Lane
produced just 26 yards on 10 carries. No other MSU tailback rushed
for more than five yards.
The Racers were also hamstrung
by the loss of junior offensive
tackle Justin Ard, who was lost

for the season to a practice injury
earlier in the week. Junior lineman LaQuentin Irvin went down
in the game with an injury, forcing some adjustments up front that
put freshman Jonathan Harper in
at center.
"I don't know if our kids were
ready to play, but we came back
out in the second half and made
some plays to get back in the game,"
noted Pannunzio. "We just didn't
make enough of them."

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY

RACER
BASKETBALL
RACER BASKETBALL
vs
GLOBAL ALL-STARS
HOME OPENER!

Murray has more than a week
to prepare for its next game Nov. 13 at Tennessee-Martin. Pannunzio said hi-K....squad would use
the extra time to get heal both
physical and emotional scars.
"Priority number one is the
healing process," he said. "We
need some time to let these guys
rest and try to get healthy ...
We're going to get better and keep
on fighting."

said Jared of VinShe did
cent.
"We had Karra running with
- she was in pain.
shin splints, so
I thought a lot of our girls were
running heavy. They did this on nothing but guts; but that's what
it takes in this type of thing," he
continued.
"We are surprised. but A''e really thought we could do well there.On the boys' side, Kris Rousseau
notched a state berth by claiming
the eighth and final individual
spot. That means Calloway has
now sent an individual to to state
each of the last three years as
Seal Covington and Lindsey Miller
transferred to other states after last
year.Miller was a freshman when
she qualified last fall, while Covington would have been a cenior.

From Page 14
began surging around three years
ago.'
"We're just now starting to
bring it back." Jared added. "I
hope this is huge (for the future
of the program), and they should
really eat this up at the middle
middle schoolers
school.
that were really a big part of this."
Jennifer Vincent, only an eighth
grader, came up huge for CCHS,
finishing 1 1 th overall - marking
the first time she has led the Lady
Lakers in a meet tsince a competition at Caldwell County very
early in the fall. "Our top three (Vincent, Karra
Jones and Megan Summers) all
ran together most of the race, then
Jennifer decided to break off from
them with around a mite to go.
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SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

Senior wide receiver Deandre Green (85) looks for running room against the Eastern Kentucky defense during Saturday's Ohio Valley Conference action at Roy Stewart Stadium. Green hauled in seven passes for 141 yards on the
day, including a 22-yard touchdown toss from quarterback Stephen.,Hatchell in the third quarter. But it wasn't
enough as MSU fell to the rival Colonels 38-20.

Racer mistakes costly versus EKU
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
In a sense, Saturday's 38-20
loss to rival Eastern Kentucky
was a microcosm of the Murray State Racers' 2003 season
— so close but yet so far away.
Plagued by offensive struggles for most of the year, the
same problems came back to
haunt the Racers (3-7, 2-4 Ohio
Valley Conference) on Saturday
despite 383 total yards and another valiant effort by the MSU
defense.
quarterback
Sophomore
Stephen Hatchell threw for a
career high 327 yards and tossed
a touchdown pass to wide receiver Deandre Green. But the youth
and inexperience of the former
Graves County High School
standout also showed in two
costly interceptions and a fumble that resulted in an EKU
score.
The Racer defense gave up
447 total yards to the Colonels'
balanced offensive attack, which
produced 225 yards through the
air and another 222 on the ground.
But those numbers were a tad
bit deceiving as the MSU unit
was saddled with the disadvantage of having to defend a short
' field all afternoon.
"There's three rules you have
to obey to win football games
— don't turn the ball over, don't
let the other team run the football and play good special teams,"
said Murray head coach Joe 'Pannunzio. "We violated all those.

rules most of the day ... You
can't do the things we did and
expect to win."
There were ominous signs on
the Racers' second offensive possession of the contest, which
ended in a punt from deep inside
MSU territory despitestarting at
the 43.
Murray lost 20 yards in penalties on a drive that produced no
yardage. To compound the problems, James Gaither's short punt
took a bad bounce on the Stewart Stadium turf and bounded back
to the Racer 26 for a kick of
only three yards.
Three plays later, Eastern tailback C.J Hudson rumbled into
the end zone from 16 yards out
for the game's first score. Hudson, who rushed for 113 yards
on -25 carries, combined with
backfield mate Terry Ennis (19
carries, 123 yards) to produce
236 yards on the ground for the
Colonels.
The Racers next offensive
series netted nothing as well,leading to another Gaither punt. This
time, the kick covered 20 yards
and set the Colonels up at the
MSU 40. Three plays later, quarterback Matt Guice found freshman tight end Patrick Bugg on
a deep slant over the middle
that covered 40 yards for a touchdown.
Jesse Ohtiger's 30-yard field
goal with 8:55 left in the half
Or the Racers on the board,
making the deficit 14-3.
But Murray -would fall into a

21-3 hole just before the halftime break when the EKU defense
sacked - Hatchell and forced a
fumble at the MSU 27. Guice
then found wideout Mike Woolridge from 20 yards out for the
SCOTe.

All totaled, the Colonels' three
scoring drives covered 92 yards
— most of it attributed to Eastern's big-play defense.
"The thing you have to do
against a defense like that is
make big plays," Patuiunzio
explained. "We had a few, but
not enough."
The Racers made a second-.
half charge as Hatchell found
Green on a 22-yard scoring strike
with 4:05 remaining in the third
quarter, and the MSU defense
followed with a big play on
EKU's next 'possession.
Guice was chased out of the
pocket by defensive end Greg
Blake and hurried a throw downfield. Murray defensive back
Laroni Gallishaw stepped in front
of the errant pass and raced 54
yards for the touchdown that
pulled the Racers to within just
24-20 with three minutes left in
the third. period.
But that's as close as MSU
would get as Guice hooked up
with Bugg again for a 49-yard
touchdown at the 9:49 mark and
Ennis'found paydirt from 1-yard
out with a 1:42 left, capping a
13-play, 53-yard drive.
The lack of a running game

•See Page 13

Astern Kentucky 314

RACERS 20
14
7 3 14 — 38
0
3 17 0-20
First Quarter
EKU — • Hudson 15 run (Smith kick),
8:52
EKU — Bugg 40 pass from Guice (Smith
kick), 6:44
Second Quarter
MSU — FG Ohliger 30, 8:55
EKU — Woolridge 20 pass from Buice
(Smith kick), 3:26
Third Quarter
11.ISU — FG Ohliger 35, 10:29
EKU — FG Smith 44, 817
MSU — Green 22 pass from Hatchet
(Ohliger kick). 4:05
MSU — Gallishaw 54 interception return
(Ohliger kick), 3:00
Fourth Quarter
EKU — Bugg 49 pass from Guice (Smith
kick),.9:49
EKU — Ennis 1 run (Smith kick), 1:42
A — 2,794.
E. Kentucky
Murray St.

TEAM STATISTICS
EKU
23
First downs
57-222
Rushes-yards
Passing
225
Comp-Att-Int
13-22-2
133
Return Yards
6-36.7
Punts-Avg. '
3-2
Fumbles-Lost
7-75
Penalties-Yards
Time of Possession 32:46

MSU
18
26-56
327
26-48-2
213
7-43.3
4-2
6-50
27:14

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING — E. Kentucky. Ennis 19-123,
Hudson 25-113, Ralston 3-9. Guice 10(minus-23). Murray St., Hatched 5-29,
Lane 10-26, Odoms 9-5, Cook 1-(minus1), TEAM 1-(minus-3).
PASSING — E. Kentucky, Guice
2-225. Murray St., Hatchell 26-46-2-327,
Green 0-1-0-0. TEAM 0-1-0-0.
RECEIVING — E. Kentucky, Bugg 3-104,
Evans 3-22, Ralston 2-21, Green 2-20,
Limy 1-35, Woolridge 1-20, Barrett 1-3
Murray St., Green 7-141, Nowacki 7-67,
Biggers 5-64, Odoms -3-16, Cook 2-21.
Lane 2-18.

Seven OTs helped cure
what ailed Nutt, Arkansas
LITTLE ROCK (AP) — It was grueling,
but Arkansas football coach Houston Nutt
doesn't claim that the cure is worse than
the disease.
The Razorbacks went to Kentucky with
an offense searching for a way to change
its recent fortunes. Thanks to seven overtimes of work, the Razorbacks came home
with 605 yards of offense, eight touchdowns
and a 71-63- victory over Kentucky. The
victory snapped a three-game losing streak,
in which Arkansas averaged 12.7 points per
•
game.
"It was a great win after three tough weeks,"
Nutt said. "There's nothing like a celebrating locker room. It was the dose of medicine we desperately needed."
.It was Arkansas' best scoring output since
beating Southwestern, now Rhodes -College.
73-0, in 1928. The total of nine touchdowns
— one scored on a blocked punt — tied
for the third-best.ever and is the most since
the Razorbacks scored nine against North

Texas in 1971.
The offensive resurgence started with the
run. •
DeCori Birmingham carried the ball 40
times for 196 yards for the seventh-best
rushing performance in- Arkansas history and
Cedric Cobbs saw his first action since
pulling a hamstring • against Florida on Oct.
2.
Birmingham had 136 yards on 29 carries
after four quarters. The biggest play of his
11 carries in overtime was a,25-yard touchdown run in the seventh overtime.
Although Cobbs fumbled once late in the
fourth quarter, he looked fully healed, rushing for 46 yards on nine carries.
"The thing with Cedric Cobbs and DeCori
is it gives you your weapons back," Arkansas
coach Houston Nutt said Sunday. "You have
the run and you have the pass. Both of
them go hand-in-hand. We felt like we kept
Kentucky off balance and we were able to
move the ball."

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
OWENSBORO, Ky. — Needless to say, it was an unforgettable day for the cross country
programs from Murray and Calloway County high schools.
Saturday saw both representatives' girls teams claim berths in
this week's Kentucky State High
School Meet by registering fourthplace finishes in their respective
classes at Yellow Creek Park.
The boys were not without success either, as two MHS .harriers
and one from CCHS qualified for
°
state- Competition as
"They were cheering for us,
and we turned right around and
cheered for them. It was amazing," said MHS head coach Ann
Greenfield. "Right before we were
getting to run, I. just told them,
'You guys just don't understand
what it's like at a state meet, and
I really want you to experience
that.'
"Now, they'll get to see it, and
it really and truly is nothing like
what they've seen," she added.
Peggy Ray, MHS' top runner
throughout the season, delivered her
best performance yet in cinching
a second straight state trip. Her
time of 21:30 was good enough
for fifth in the race — something
Greenfield said Ray predicted
would happen, more or less.
"She's like that, though. It seems
like every time she says she is
going to do something, she'll go
out and do it," Greenfield said.
"And when she said that (Saturday), I just said, 'Hey, nobody's
stopping you."
All but one of MHS' runners
improved their times in Saturday's
race. Behind Ray, the Lady Tigers

GARRY L JONES/AP

Arkansas head coach Houston Nutt celebrates with senior Jimar Gallon after a 7163, seven-overtime victory over Kentucky
Saturday at Commonwealth Stadium.

finished in a tight 21st-to-28th-place pack that seemed to help their
cause significantly.
As for sophomore Aaron Wilson, his was a story of determination to the fullest as he overcame a hip flexor injury that seemed
destined to sideline him early in
the week to finish 16th in 20:02.
Teammate Brody Wallace also will
advance to Lexington with a 25thplace effort.
"He hadn't practiced all week,"
Greenfield said. "He knew it was
going to hurt, and he was really
in pain. But - he said there's no
tomorroi,v.- and Went- 'ahead-With
it.For Calloway's Lady Lakers,
Saturday's 3A regional, sent them
on a journey to every possible
emotion.
Head coach Keith Jared said
most of his harriers were in tears
immediately following the race out
of frustration from feeling they
had not-mw as well 'as they had
liked. Thai led to around a half
hour of nearly unbearable waiting, wondering if their fears would
be realized.
Then, with the revealing of the
final order of finish, came unbridled joy. CCHS had,in fact,claimed
an automatic. team bid by just
three scant points.
"I was told that this is the first
time in 15 or 16 years that the
girls will go, so we're pretty excited," said Jared whose program
seems to be back on the rise.
After the Lady Lakers went to
state in the 1980s — bringing
home the only athletics state championship CCHS has won in 1985
— the program experienced a drop
in participation until the numbers
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Tampa Bay Buccaneers running back Michael Pittman fumbles the football as he is hit by the Saints' Orlando Duff
during the second quarter Sunday in Tampa, Fla.

Ugly Bucs, uglier
Raiders struggle
By The Associated Press
Things are getting ugly for the
defending Super Bowl champion
Buccaneers. They're far beyond
ugly for the Raiders.
Tampa Bay lost 17-14 at home
to New Orleans on Sunday, dropping to 4-4. The Bucs are on a
win-one, lose-one path that makes
them look very mediocre.
"You can't win games with
turnovers, you can't win games with
penalties, and you can't win games
with mistakes," Keyshawn Johnson said. "What are you going to
do? We have to bounce back next
week. That's all you can do —
put this one behind you, try to
move forward and stay in the
chase."
That's more than the Raiders
seem capable of doing. They fell
to 2-6 by !cling at lowly.Detroit
23-13. Oakland has dropped four
straight, is down to its third-string
quarterback, Rick Mirer, and is
showing signs of dissension.
Charles Woodson said Oakland
is "falling apart" because coach
Bill Callahan is too headstrong.
"He just has to bend a little
bit and stop being so stubborn as
a person," Woodson said.
"There's something missing on
our team right now. It's just not
a good atmosphere as far as being
in the locker room. The attitude
is not that great."
Saints 17, Bucs 14

At Tampa, Fla., John Carney
kicked a 47-yard field goal with
eight seconds left for New Orleans
(4-5). Deuce McAllister ran for
110 yards, while New Orleans
forced six turnovers and sacked
Brad Johnson four times.
Ashley Ambrose returned an
interception 73 yards for a touchdown and had a second-quarter
pick to set up Aaron Brooks' 38yard TD pass to Michael Lewis.
Lions 23, Raiders 13
At Detroit, Oakland is off to
its worst start since 1964, when
it was 1-7-1. Raiders quarterback
Marques Tuiasosopo, in his first
NFL start in place of Rich Gannon, was sidelined with a left knee
injury late in the first half. Mirer
made his first appearance since
playing one game for San Francisco three years ago.
The Lions (2-6) had lost six
straight and 14 of 15 dating back
to last season. Detroit turned two
turnovers into 10 first-quarter
points, and scored 13 more on its
first three second-half possessions.
Jason Hanson kicked three field
goals, one from 54 yards.
49ers 30, Rams 10
At San Francisco. the 49ers (45) didn't miss a beat without Jeff
Garcia. Tim Rattay passed for 236
yards and three touchdowns in his
first NFL start, and Cedrick Wilson returned the opening kickoff
95 yards for a score.

